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THE HISTORY OF THE

CLIFTON-MORENCI
MINING DISTRICT

CHAPTER I

THE OLD SHAMANS TAKE HOLD

" For when the one Great Scorer
Comes to write against your name,

He writes—not that you won or lost,
Buthwyymiplayedthegame."

THE month of May was drawing to its close in the

year 1872, when a party of four prospectors, with a

train of well-laden burros, entered Silver City, New

Mexico, then a primitive town, built of adobe and
lumber—an outpost in the wilderness. The sun had

set less than an hour before, but already the sentinel
stars were on duty, and the moon was rising to a height

where she could keep an eye on the movements of
the travellers, and at the same time give needed light

to the dark streets. Night falls swiftly in that country,
where there is no twilight to lead one by gentle steps
from daylight to dark.

As the four passed down the street, there came
to their ears the strains of a guitar, evidently played
by a master, and they paused for a moment to listen.
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"'Battle of Inkerman,'" muttered the leader ; "it
must be Jake. That is old man Abraham's house.
When Jake is angry, he always plays 'The Battle of
Inkerman.' Seems to soothe him."

They passed onwards until checked by a deep
trench which crossed the street at right angles. This
was the work of a cloudburst. The trench had been
filled with gravel each year, but as regularly as it was
filled just as regularly was it washed out by the next
cloudburst. So, finally, the citizens had come to the
conclusion that it was well to let nature take her
course, and so the gap remained. Perhaps, too,
nature felt that in the absence of a sewage system
some special effort was necessary.

After crossing this miniature cañon, the party
drew up in front of a well-lit building from which
proceeded the sounds of revelry. As they passed
forward to the bar, with a thirst on them which was
to be envied, they encountered many inquisitive
glances. They saw Dad Johnson, an old and valued
friend, engaged with three others in the national game
of poker. Dad, however, had just drawn three aces,
and was therefore impatient to proceed with the game,
so he gave them no more than a nod. They noticed
that Dad looked more tired than was his wont, and
on inquiry they found that this frail old man, with
the face of a saint and a heart of gold, had played all
through the previous night and all that day. The
stakes were high.

The centre of the floor was occupied by dancing
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cowboys, miners, and others of a less legitimate pro-

fession, with a sprinkling of the fair sex ; and a stout

cowboy, with a voice which was neither low nor

sweet, was guiding the dancers. Musical Smith,

accompanied by a pianist, provided the music.

Further along the hall a party were engaged in

stud-horse poker, and the hoarse voice of the dealer
could be heard exhorting them to "ante-up and pass

the buck."
Back in a secluded corner sat a group who, with

their faces well shaded, were evidently not courting
observation.

Outside, with a sawed-off shot gun under his coat,
the sheriff kept his lonely vigil in the shadows.

A month later the same party of prospectors,
strongly reinforced and numbering forty-six, with a
long train of well-laden burros, were marching down
the right bank of the Gila River, screened by the
cottonwoods and the mesquite trees which covered
what is now fertile land. They moved silently and
cautiously, with advance guards thrown well out.
By keeping in touch with the river they had the
benefit of water for themselves and for their animals
as well as good cover.

Precautions were necessary because Cochese, the
greatest of all the Apache warriors and chief of the
Chiracahuas, was then on the war path, and the terror
of his name was over the land. At times these hardy
prospectors could see his smoke clouds rising from the
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mountain tops, and they hoped that none of the
messages thus telegraphed referred to them.

Nearing what is now known as Guthrie, they
swung more to the right, and began to cross the foot-
hills, which at this point lie wedged between the Gila
and San Francisco rivers.

Descending through Ward's Cal-ion, they crossed
the 'Frisco at Ward's, and, ascending the hill on the
opposite side, made straight for Gold Gulch. On
reaching what is now known as Morenci, they found
evidence in plenty of the presence of copper. It
was not copper, however, that they were after.

On a moonlit summer night in the year 1870, a
war party of Apaches raided the cattle ranches near
Silver City, and robbed them of many of their finest
horses. When morning broke and the ranchers became
aware of their losses, a party, under Captain Chase,
at once started in pursuit.

For more than a hundred miles the trail led over
rugged mountain country, and finally took them into
the valley of the 'Frisco where, at the mouth of Chase
Creek, they pitched their camp in a beautiful grove
by the river-side. Here cottonwood and tall syca-
mores grew ; there were fish in the river and game in
abundance everywhere ; the hills were yellow with
poppies and decked with cedar and cypress, and the
scarlet of the prickly pear shone like a flame on the
mountain side. From the dry edge of the river-bed
there issued hot salt-springs which took the aches out
of tired bodies, and towering cliffs, capped with quaint
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images, threw shadows to mark the passing of the
hours.

In this fair garden of the gods was afterwards

built the important town of Clifton.

Chase, a vetan of the Civil War—as indeed

were most of his command—was too wary to lead

his force into such a trap as Chase Creek presented.

He despatched a small party of scouts to locate the
Indians, and to follow them if they passed out of the
Cañon.

It was while thus scouting that the brothers, Jim

and Bob Metcalf, discovered the copper croppings of
the Longfellow and the green-stained rocks of the
Metcalf mines.

Charlie and Baylor Shannon were with them later,
but whether they were present at this time is not clear.
At any rate it appears to be certain that to the Metcalfs

must be awarded the honour of discovering this great
copper belt.

While similarly employed in scouting, Joe Yankie,
following the trail of the Indians down Gold Gulch,
stooped to drink the clear water which trickled at
his feet, and discovered particles of yellow gold in
the sands. He had hurriedly collected a sample of
the auriferous sand from bedrock, when a signal caused
him to retire in haste. A scout had reported to Chase
that smoke clouds had been exchanged between the
retreating Apaches and their compadres in the Gila
valley, Chase, realizing that he was perilously near
the Indian Reservation, and in danger of being attacked
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by superior forces, had wisely decided to beat a
hurried retreat and was recalling his scouts from the
pursuit.

And now, two years later, a stronger force, under
the leadership of the brave Metcalfs, was approaching
the spot where gold had been found.

On arriving at Gold Gulch with such hopes and
anticipations as may well be imagined, they were
astounded to find that it was dry. A council was
held, and it was decided to follow the gulch down to
Eagle Creek, and there to camp until the rainy season
—then commenced — had supplied the necessary
water.

While waiting for the rains, some found amuse-
ment in fishing for the mountain trout which abounded
in Eagle Creek.

Bob Metcalf and some of the more enterprising
began prospecting the mountains for gold, and while
doing so ran on to the croppings of the Longfellow,
Yankie, Copper Mountain, and Arizona Central Mines.

When the rain finally flowed in the gulch, the
work of washing the sands commenced, but the results
were so disappointing that this work was soon
abandoned. Disappointment is only too frequently
the experience of the prospector, but hope, and the
love of the wild, carry him forward with undaunted
spirit to whatever fortune has in store for him.

Before leaving the district, Metcalf and a few
others located certain mines, including the Longfellow,
Yankie, and Arizona Central, and the location notices
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were later filed in Yavapai County, to which the
Clifton-Morenci district then belonged.

On their return journey a small section of the
party, including Ike Stevens, left the beaten track
and took over the hills through the Carlisle district.
Here they encountered a small encampment of
Apaches, who, on perceiving the strangers, raised a
frightful commotion, and rent the air with their
blood-curdling screams. The party withdrew to a
suitable defensive position, and there they remained
on guard throughout the night. When morning broke
the Apaches had disappeared, leaving sixteen" wickey-
ups " behind them. These were set on fire, and the
party then proceeded without further adventure to
Silver City.

Shortly afterwards, Bob Metcalf, with a few
friends, returned and located the Metcalf, Shannon,
and other mines in the Metcalf district.

The discovery was not considered of very great
importance in those days, when the nearest railway
was so far away, and the country infested by
marauding Indians. Nothing could be done without
capital, and where was the capital to be found ?

In the fall of 1872 General Howard, acting on the
instructions of President Grant, made peace with
Cochese, who returned to his reservation and kept
unbroken peace till he died.

It was now safer to venture into the Morenci
country, although the Indian troubles were by no
means at an end. Taking advantage of the lull, the
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Metcalfs and other mine owners commenced to develop
ores in the old Longfellow and in other properties.

About this time the Lesinskys took an interest
in the mines, advancing the necessary food and
supplies, even when there seemed to be no prospect
of there being any return for the money so invested.
It was quite impossible to ship ore, with profit, from
Morenci to Swansea. The mine owners sank deeper
in the mines, and as their ore reserves increased, so
did their debts expand. In the final analysis the
Lesinskys became absolute owners of the Longfellow
and other important mines. The Metcalfs, however,
still held on to the Metcalf district.

Realizing that success could be achieved only
by smelting the ore on the spot, the Lesinskys boldly
erected a small stone furnace at the Stone House.
The blast was supplied by bellows, worked by hand,
and ore mixed with charcoal was smelted at the rate
of two tons per day. Thus, in pain and with infinite
labour, was born a new industry which was destined
to add much to the comfort and wealth of the world.

The site of the smelter at the Stone House proving
unsuitable, a new smelter was built on the San
Francisco river, from which water-power was taken
to drive the blower. In the slow smelting with
charcoal in the stone furnaces, a considerable amount
of iron was reduced. Part of this iron went into
the copper bullion, which assayed 88 per cent. copper.
Another part went into bottoms which gradually grew
until they weighed three or four tons, when the furnace
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had to be torn down and a new one built. These
bottoms were thrown into the slag dumps and
gradually covered up, and there they remained
until 1885, when I dug them up and converted them
into good copper.

Later, as the local timber became exhausted,
I. E. Solomon was despatched to Solomonville to cut
down the dense forest of mesquite which covered
the valley and to convert it into charcoal for the
smelter. Solomon opened a store, and gradually
brought cleared land into cultivation, so that in a
short time he began to produce sufficient food to
supply his workmen. In this way the valley was
gradually brought under cultivation, until in the
course of many years it became what it is to-day.

The copper thus produced was hauled at first
by bull teams for 1200 miles to Kansas City ; and
on the return trip the teams hauled food and clothing,
and also mine and other supplies.

Sometimes the teamsters left Clifton with their
loads of copper, and were never heard of again. A
few dead bodies, and the wreck of a plundered wagon,
told the tale to the teamsters who followed. But
the work went on. Men took their lives in their
hands when they went over that road, but others as
fearless were ready to fill the breach.

The road to Morenci had also its dangers and
its disasters, and a time came when it was felt to be
advisable for security's sake to build a 20-inch railway
from Clifton to Longfellow Incline. This railroad was
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built, and mules were employed to haul the cars, and
the work was done with marked economy and com-
parative safety.

It was said of this railway that the mules hauled
the cars up and the cars hauled the mules down.
However that may have been, the loaded cars ran
all the way to the smelter by gravity, controlled by
powerful brakes. The economy thus effected enabled
the Lesinskys to purchase a tiny locomotive, which
became the wonder and admiration of the country.
It was the first locomotive to enter Arizona. It carried
passengers also, and it set an example of giving free
rides, which I regret to say was not followed by the
railroads which came later.

It could haul four empties up the 4 per cent. grade,
and as many as they pleased on the return journey.
When it got out of order Hank Arbuckle, the driver,
did all the repairs himself, even to the setting of the
valves, which were set by a method such as no master
mechanic would sanction. However, there was no
master mechanic there to give trouble, and if there had
been Hank would never have entrusted the locomotive
to his hands. And the locomotive, in its work and
general behaviour, gave complete satisfaction, which
after all was the best proof that it had received
proper attention.

It was so small and light that when it jumped
the track it hardly made a dent in the road-bed, and
so easy to handle that Hank, with a couple of Mexicans,
could easily heave it on again. But, after all, it was
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something the Indians could not steal, and that was

not the least of its merits. Hank was so proud of it

that he would not have swapped jobs with the General

Manager himself.
About this time a tall, finely built young man,

named William Church, walked into the office of the

Phelps Dodge Corporation, New York, and coolly

asked for $50,000, offering in return a half interest

in certain unknown mines, in an unknown country,
on which he had secured options. He had no report

by an engineer to offer, nothing indeed but a simple,
straightforward statement of the facts as he knew
them ; but the honesty and sincerity of this man, whom
they had never seen before, impressed them most
favourably.

They really did not want to have anything to
do with the mines. They had better uses for their
money. However, there was no getting away from
the magnetic force of this extraordinary man, so they
passed the proposition up to Professor Douglas—a
still more extraordinary man.

The outcome of it all was the Detroit Copper
Company, of Morenci, with William Church as
President and General Manager.

We now come to the year 188o, and we find that
the Lesinskys were smelting ores in a copper-jacketed
furnace, and producing roo tons of copper per month.
The old Longfellow Mine was yielding such rich ore
that four tons of it made one ton of copper. Charcoal
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was still used as fuel, but the Southern Pacific Rail-
way was now at Tucson, and pushing rapidly east.
A number of adobe houses had sprung up, and living
conditions were steadily improving.

The Longfellow Mine was the mainstay of the
company. It was famous throughout the country,
not only for the richness of its ore, but for the ease
with which the ore could be mined and smelted, pro-
ducing black copper at one smelting. The ore
occurred mostly in contact with a porphyry dyke
which had acted as a dam, and permitted the copper
liquors to eat out the limestone to a depth of 300 feet
in places, and to widths varying from io to zoo feet,
and for a length of at least 400 feet along the contact.
Below the ore was the unaltered limestone. The
copper had evidently been leached out of the porphyry,
which perhaps at one time covered this formation.

The system of mining followed was not to be found
in any text-book on mining. Perhaps it would be
correct to call it a caving system, for it finally led
to a complete cave-in of the mine. Ores were mined

in chambers some of which were really gigantic
caverns. Timber was not used to support the ground,
but pillars of ore were left at intervals. I never yet
met the miner who could leave rich pillars of ore alone,
especially when ore was scarce and smelters' demands
pressing. The pillars were gradually reduced to mere
ornamental columns, and already cracks and fissures
were forming, which only too surely indicated the
approaching cave-in. However, some time was to
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pass before that disaster occurred. Chinamen were
employed as miners, and if occasionally a few were

killed no questions were asked, and the work went on

as usual.
The one small water-jacket served all their needs,

which were few indeed. There were no mixing floors,
nor elevators, nor ore-bins, nor machinery of any

kind except the water turbine and the blower.

Ore, when it arrived from the mines, was dumped

on the ground and was promptly shovelled into a

basket and carried, up to the furnace mouth, on the

back of a sturdy Mexican. Coke was handled in the
same economical manner.

A certain amount of flux was used whether the

charge required it or not, and smelting proceeded
• steadily and cheerily until the furnace froze up.
When a freeze-up occurred, it was usually attributed
to the Mexican feeder having forgotten to add the
flux.

The Lesinskys had established stores both at the

mines and at the smelter, and from these they furnished
the workmen with all the necessaries, and also with
some of the unnecessaries, of life, and all at prices
which left more than a margin for the Company.

Often the Company lost money on the copper they
shipped, but these losses were more than offset by
the profits on the stores. They might have said with
the showman, " What we lose on the swings we make
up on the roundabouts."

Had it not been for the stores the enterprise
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could not have existed. That it did survive was
due to the remarkable ability of Henry Lesinsky and
particularly to the ingenuity and resource of Louis
Smadbeck, the smelter.

Meanwhile that enterprising man, William Church,
had built his small smelter on the 'Frisco, three miles
below Clifton, and from the Yankie Mine was extract-
ing an ore which was exactly the same as that obtained
from the Longfellow. William Church, like the
Lesinskys, knew nothing about black copper smelting.
Neither did anyone else. It was a new kind of smelting
—much more difficult than modern smelting for
copper matte—but it was successfully accomplished.

In the year 188i some of Church's teamsters were
killed by the Apaches, who also attacked his own
house, firing at it from the opposite side of the river.
Fortunately he and his family were able successfully
to resist the attack. At the same time Captain
Pinkard and his party were ambushed in Gold Gulch.
All were killed except Captain Frink, who crept under
a bush and escaped by a miracle.

In this year the Lesinskys, recognizing that a
railway was required to give cheap haulage, and
doubtless apprehensive of approaching trouble in the
old Longfellow Mine—which so far had carried them
through—decided to sell the property. F. L. Under-
wood, of Kansas City, took the case in hand and
despatched Bill Farish to report on the mines and
works. The Metcalfs were also anxious to sell, so
their property was included.
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On the strength of this report the properties were
sold to the Arizona Copper Company of Edinburgh,
Scotland, in the year 1882, and so the reign of the
Lesinskys came to an end, and new men with high
hopes and new ideas appeared on the scene.

What became of the majority of that intrepid
band of men who discovered the mines cannot be told
here. That they deserved well of their country
cannot be denied, and that their discovery hastened
the development of the Gila Valley and of the territory
at large is beyond dispute.

Nor can too much credit be given to the Lesinskys,
the Freudenthals, and the Metcalfs, for the great parts
they played in the development of the field.

Men who, with no special training for mining and
metallurgy, could accomplish what these men accom-
plished, must indeed have been highly gifted by nature.
They, and the very small staff which assisted them,
had no protection whatever. There were no constables,
no sheriff, no courthouse, nor any semblance of law—
nothing except what they themselves established.

They appointed their own Justice of the Peace,
and when a Mexican committed a crime they punished
him by making him work out his sentence in the mines
If a young couple wanted to be married, they married
them. If they wanted to be divorced, they divorced
them. And if a man was down on his luck, they helped
him and put him on his feet again.

No one paid taxes either to town or county.
There were no rent nor electric light bills to pay.
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Wood and water were free for the taking, and so was
the game. Thus the people were freed from all the
worries of civilized life, and so much did they love
their freedom that old timers often took to the hills
at the threatened approach of ordered government.

And that those people were happy and contented,
and law-abiding where there was no law, says much
for those who ruled over them as well as for the people
themselves.

But of all the pioneers none were braver and few
more deserving than those indomitable teamsters who,
facing death on every trip, crossed and recrossed the
parched plains, and made it possible for the camp to
live.

Stormy as had been the experiences of the early
pioneers—sometimes called the "old Silurians "-
still stormier days were to follow, but the history of
those days must be left to another chapter.



CHAPTER II

THE SCOTTISH INVASION

THE Scotch syndicate which purchased the copper
mines from the Lesinskys and Metcalf in the year
1882, had no difficulty in floating the new enterprise,
under the name of the Arizona Copper Company,
Ltd. The task was rendered easy by the high reputa-
tion of the Rio Tinto and Tharsis Copper Companies,
which, working on ores containing less than 3 per
cent. copper, had paid fabulous dividends. As,
according to the reports, the Arizona Copper Company's
ores ran from 20 to 40 per cent. copper, it was plain
to the man in the street that here, at last, was that
opportunity to make a fortune which comes but once
in a lifetime.

The capital of $4,000,000 was at once subscribed,
and those who were unfortunate enough to get the
shares were accounted the favourites of the gods.

The Board of Directors promptly decided to build
a 36-inch gauge railroad from Lordsburg, N.M., to
Clifton, Arizona ; to erect a new smelting plant ; to
extend the Coronado Railroad from Longfellow to
Coronado ; to build gravity inclines to connect the

1 7
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same with the Queen, Metcalf, and Coronado Groups ;
to rebuild the Longfellow Incline ; to build the Long-
fellow Railroad from the top of the Longfellow Incline
to the Detroit mine, Morenci, and to equip the railways,
smelter, and inclines with the necessary locomotives,
cars, machinery, buildings, etc.

That was a tall order, the necessity for which
had been insisted upon by the vendors, who doubtless
dwelt at great length on the benefits which would
accrue from the improvements, and but lightly—as
such people will do—on their cost.

On the face of it, five miles of 20-inch gauge
railway did not appear a formidable task, and a
smelter to reduce 'or) tons of ore per day looked a
mere bagatelle. The A. & N. M. Railway was a more
serious matter, but even this, with its 35-lb. rails and
3-ft. gauge, did not look so serious as it proved to be.

The task, however, was truly formidable. A road
for the track had literally to be blasted through the
tortuous Chase Creek Cañon, and it had to be guarded
by walls most of the way, for Chase Creek could be
very terrible after a cloudburst.

On the inclines solid rock also barred the way,
and the miner had to precede the tracklayer. On the
Longfellow railway two long tunnels had to be cut
through the heart of two hills, and all the way it was
cut and fill and bridge the gaps.

But worst of all was the twelve miles over the
foothills which lay between Guthrie and Clifton, and
on this section alone a fortune was sunk.
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And to make matters worse, the cloudbursts came
to undo much of the work that had been finished and
accepted from the contractors.

Before the work was completed it was found that
the cost would be, at least, twice as much as had
been estimated, and this, together with the cave-in
in the Longfellow Mine in November, 1882, shook
the Company to its foundations, and even threatened
its destruction.

The Board was most cruelly and unjustly attacked ;
evil reports were spread as to the condition of the
mines, and by and by, as a result of this agitation,
the Company was reorganized under a new Board of
Directors, and the whole property was mortgaged for
$1,800,000, all of which was required to complete
the work in hand.

The one mistake was in not raising enough capital
in the first instance.

Apart from that no mistake was made. The
work done had to be done sooner or later. It was
good work, thoroughly well done and done in the most
economical manner, and in the course of time it
justified itself and brought its own reward.

Thus in storm and stress the company slid down
from the heights, and many years were to pass before
it would mount to the hilltops again.

As I journeyed from Lordsburg towards Clifton
on a hot summer's day in August, 1883, I was in happy
ignorance of the troubles of the Company. At this
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time the narrow-gauge had been built as far as Guthrie,
and Hampson and Garland, the contractors, were
busily engaged in grading the difficult country which
lay between Guthrie and Clifton.

Our train was composed of a long string of freight
cars laden with mine, mill, and railroad supplies, and
one passenger coach brought up the rear.

The country was well covered with grass, which
was always plentiful in those early days, and the few
cattle we saw near the banks of the Gila gave ample
evidence that they lived in a land of plenty.

Duncan was a mere hamlet—the home of the
Parks family, a hardy, fearless race of natural
pioneers.

Seven miles north of the green oasis of Duncan
we passed Yorks ranch—the home of the beautiful
Yorks, whose father, an intrepid pioneer, had been
slain by the Apaches. Nearer Guthrie was the long
adobe building known as the Coronado Ranch, then
owned by cattlemen, who sold out shortly afterwards.
These were the only settlements to be found between
Lordsburg and Clifton, and of fairiiing there was
none.

On arriving at Guthrie I was handed over to the
stage coach, which gave us a delightful drive over the
foothills to Clifton. Metz's Flat was then covered
with mesquite, and at its north end, on a tablet which
had been planed true by the movements of the earth,
were inscribed certain hieroglyphics which explained
that the prehistoric inhabitants had gone further south
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to escape excessive taxation. I wonder how soon

another and similar inscription will have to be

made ?
The Clifton Hotel was the only hotel in Clifton,

and there I met the proprietor, Jake Abraham, who

gave me a room in what was known as Telephone

Row, stating that I would not find its equal in all

Arizona. He was right.
It was built of undressed i-inch lumber and sur-

mounted by a canvas roof. Each room was divided
from its neighbour by sheets of cheese-cloth nailed
to scantlings, and the ceiling was conspicuous by its
absence. It had mysterious powers akin to what is
now known as wireless. A whisper at one end

of the row could be easily heard at the other ;

and that is how it came to be known as Telephone
Row.

In summer time it acted as a Turkish bath during

the day, and in winter it filled the rôle of a refrigerator
during the night, and it was to the local scorpions

and tarantulas what the Riviera is to the Parisian.
They could not keep away from it.

When Jake wanted to get rid of a boarder who
was inclined to board without paying for the privilege
—a not uncommon failing—he had merely to move
him into Telephone Row. The Row did the rest.

On Sundays Jake gave us wine to dinner, and what
a wine it was ! Shipped in barrels from California,
it had the consistency of crude oil and the soporific
quality of chloroform. After a hearty meal sluiced
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down with this ambrosial nectar, the thirty odd
boarders walked to their seats under the verandah,
and there promptly fell asleep.

It was said that once when the doctor ran out of
chloroform, he successfully used this wine as an
anœsthetic !



CHAPTER III

THE REIGN OF KID LOUIS

CLIFTON I found to be what is called a "live town."
A. E. Campbell was General Superintendent of the
Arizona Copper Co., and as such he was supposed to
control the town and district, almost every foot of
which belonged to the Company. He did nothing of
the kind.

Jim Sias, a blacksmith from Nevada—better
known as "Nevada Jim "—was Justice of the Peace,
and he did his best to represent the majesty of the law.
There was no law, however, to represent except the
law of the strong hand ; but Jim Sias played his part
like the good man he was, and he was respected even
by the desperadoes. He had but one weakness, and
his weakness was his strength. For him there was no
law but the law of Nevada, and to none other would
he listen.

The real monarch was Kid Louis with his band
of some thirty outlaws, most of whom had been" druv

out" of a neighbouring state for reasons which they
were careful not to explain in public.

They held up stage-coaches during the day, and
at night they danced and drank and gambled in
John Hovey's saloon. But their activities were not
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confined to stage-coaches ; they held up trains ; they
stole cattle and, it was said, sold some of them to the
Arizona Copper Co. ; but this was not believed by the
editor of the" Clifton Clarion," who held that the beef
was too tough to have come from anywhere but a
freight wagon. " Why," he said, " it is so tough that
we cannot chew the gravy." This judgment was
confirmed by the local doctor, who had proof that
those poor animals had for years been engaged in haul-
ing freight between Solomonville and Globe.

And this tough meat was on Sundays beaten into
a pulp on a wooden block, sprinkled with flour and
pepper, fried on the naked top of the stove and served
as veal cutlets !

Clifton at that time consisted of a few saloons and
restaurants, four stores and a very small number of
dwelling-houses----mostly on the east side of the river.
On the west side were the offices of the Company and
a few adobe buildings.

The Court House, built of lumber with a canvas
roof, stood in what is now the bed of the river, and near
to it were a dozen or more adobe huts, occupied by
Mexicans. All of these were later washed away in
one of those big floods which at times make a clean
sweep of the cañon.

Small armies of men were employed in building
the railroad, in grading for the new smelter, and in
developing the Longfellow, Metcalf, and Coronado
groups of mines, preparing for the larger output.

The old smelter, consisting of two small furnaces,
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stood on the left bank of Chase Creek where it enters
the San Francisco, and it was connected to the Long-
fellow mine by a 20-inch gauge railroad.

North Clifton was largely a Mexican settlement.
In Chase Creek there were perhaps half a dozen adobe
houses close to the smelter. Beyond these houses the
land was untenanted and open for location, but no
one considered it of any value.

Business was booming, for the men employed on
the railroad and on other construction work spent
their earnings freely. John Hovey's saloon was the
principal house of entertainment, and there the gam-
bling and dancing and drinking, attracted crowds when
the work of the day was over.

During the hot weather, when one naturally craved
for a cool drink, the saloon was the only place where
it was to be had. Small wonder, then, that the saints
as well as the sinners sometimes found their way to
the scene of revelry.

No drink was retailed for less than 25 cents, a
sum which seemed outrageous to the man from the
East ; but if that man is still living, and still in Arizona,
what price would he not thankfully now pay to have the
same privilege ? Some men never know when they
are well off.

Almost every man carried his revolver, which was
a dangerous practice in view of the fact that Kid
Louis and his gang were past masters in the use of that
weapon. When men from the mines or railroad had
imbibed a few drinks they sometimes forgot that they
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were not so " quick on the draw" as the rustlers, and
they paid the penalty.

Killings became so frequent that during a period
of three months the average was about one man per
day. When a case came up for trial, the jury assembled
with grave and anxious faces. Kid Louis lined up his
forces on both flanks, each man a living armoury, and
when the judge summed up the evidence and asked the
jury for a verdict, there was only one possible verdict
—the man was acquitted. The Court had no power
behind it, and when that happens law comes to an end.
Kid Louis could do what he pleased. He was the law.

I was present in the Court on one occasion when the
late Judge Boleyn, acting as District Attorney, told the
gang in plain language what he thought of them,
calling them murderers and thieves, and predicting for
each a violent end. It was a powerful as well as a
prophetic speech, and most of us expected that the
judge would pay the usual penalty. These men, how-
ever, were not wholly bad ; they were simply mis-
guided young men who might have done well had they
been brought up amidst better surroundings. They
admired the courage of the judge, and from that
moment he had nothing to fear at their hands.

Kid Louis was quite six feet in height, was splen-
didly built, and of handsome appearance. It was
easy to see that he was the natural leader of the fiery
spirits he controlled. His authority was undoubted,
and his short but eventful career may well be described
as a reign of terror for the people of Clifton.
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My first impressions of Clifton were, it will be
observed, far from pleasant ; and those impressions
were not relieved by what I was told as to the pro-
spects of the Company. Neither the management
nor anyone else had any confidence in the mines
Professor Smith, the mine superintendent, resigned
at this time, and his loss was a great one because he
alone knew the mines and their possibilities. He
took a hopeless view of the prospects of the Company.

Captain Davis compared the Longfellow Mine to a
plateful of soup. The soup was the ore and the plate
was the limestone. "When you swallow the soup," he
said, " there is nothing but the plate, and there is no
soup below the plate." His explanation was correct
as far as it went, but he did not understand that the
oxidized ores in the limestone were merely the outposts
of the main ore-bodies which later were discovered in
the porphyry. Neither did anyone else understand.

The old Longfellow was still open in most places,
but the cream of the ore had been taken and already
a part of the mine had caved in.

The general opinion was that the Company was
riding for a fall, and already men were beginning to
seek new pastures.

At the Metcalf there were enormous bodies of
low-grade, oxidized ores, but no process was known by
which such ores could be treated to profit. The
reserves of first-class ore were extremely limited and
would not last long unless new ore bodies were
discovered.
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Towards the end of 1883, the Chinamen were
discharged, and white and Mexican miners were em-
ployed instead. The chief Chinese bosses, while on
their way out with their savings, were held up between
Guthrie and Clifton. They offered resistance and
were instantly shot dead, their savings being appro-
priated.

About the same time the General Superintendent
instructed me to assay samples of silver ore brought
in by two guileless prospectors. The samples assayed
over 1600 ounces to the ton—and I was requested to
"keep my mouth shut."

That night the General Superintendent, accom-
panied by a few trusty friends and the two prospectors,
rode out of town by the light of the moon. Every
man had been sworn to secrecy. Some one had not
kept his vow, however, for a long train of horsemen was
observed to follow them.

Before morning a new silver field had been located,
and men, who but yesterday had been as poor as
paupers, were described as " millionaires" in the next
issue of the " Clifton Clarion."

For a week or two the town took on a cheerier
aspect. The mortality rate fell, and the rustlers
became more amiable, for this new enterprise promised
to open up a richer field for their predatory operations.

The hopes of all were, however, only too soon
" blasted in the bud," and when I handed over to men
with threatening faces assays which proved that there
was no silver mine in that district, I became conscious
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for the first time that assaying was not without its
dangers.

The rustlers gave vent to their displeasure by
holding up William Church in broad daylight, in
Morenci, and relieving him and the Detroit Copper Co.
of all available currency.

During the revelry which followed this successful
operation, Kid Louis, in a great gust of fury, shot
the girl who lived with him, and then, filled with
remorse, despatched a man for the works doctor, who,
unfortunately, could not go because he was already
engaged. Another doctor was called, but the girl
died that night, and Kid Louis swore that he would
kill the works doctor on sight. This doctor was my
personal friend, so I arranged to go with him to the
mines next -day, when he hoped to be able to arrange
to leave the country by a safe route.

On the same day a Mexican rancher, who had had
some of his cattle stolen, organized a posse of Mexicans,
and, with half a dozen well-armed horsemen, rode out
of Clifton in search of the cattle-thieves. Ascending
Ward's Cañon, they unexpectedly ran on to Kid Louis
and two of his men, and shooting commenced at
once.

Afterwards we were told that Kid Louis, with a
revolver in each hand, rode boldly at the Mexicans,
intending to ride through them, shooting as he went.
It was the act of a brave man, and perhaps it offered
a better chance of escaping than any other method, but
it proved his undoing, for the Mexicans, who were
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mostly old soldiers, shot him out of his saddle, and thus
came to his end one of the most dangerous men in the
south-west.

The works doctor returned to his duties on the
following day, thankful that he had escaped a great
danger.

The death of Kid Louis was a great blow to the
thriving industry over which he presided, and it proved
in time to be the beginning of the end.

But the end was to be delayed for some time.
The Company's safe had not yet been rifled, but plans
had been made time and again to do so. Always,
however, there was a friend who gave us a hint to
sleep anywhere but in our own bed that night, and so
we escaped ; but we were kept uneasy, for one never
knew the hour when one would be called up and forced
to open the safe.

Men were held up in the street ; and McCormick,
Hovey's bar-tender, was shot and fatally wounded.
This created a painful sensation, because McCormick
was a lovable character, and extremely popular with
every one.

Shortly afterwards a young Irishman, named
McNamara, was shot and killed over a gambling
dispute. His widow, a young and beautiful Irish
girl, was broken-hearted. We started to raise funds
to help her to return to her own people ; and I found
then, as I found later, that none were more generous,
none more kind-hearted, than the people of Clifton.
An ample amount was promptly subscribed, and the
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young widow left shortly afterwards, with the good
wishes of all.

The raid on Bisbee, and other painful incidents
followed, but the fortunes of the Rustlers and their
sudden ending need not be further referred to, as these
are matters of common history.

The new smelter was completed by June, 1884,
when smelting was resumed, greatly to the relief of the
hard-pressed directors.

A succession of changes had been made in the
management, and as one of the results arising there-
from I found myself, before the end of 1884, in charge
of the smelting department, as superintendent.



CHAPTER IV

THE RAW-HIDERS

WHEN Metcalf discovered the mines in the year 187o,

he found stone hammers in a small trench which had
been dug in the beautiful green carbonate of the
Oriental Mine of the Metcalf Group. The hammers,
perhaps, had been used by the prehistoric inhabitants,
traces of whose encampments were still to be found in
the valley of the 'Frisco ; and the green ore was doubt-
less used as a pigment to ornament their pottery and
for other decorative purposes.

There was no evidence to show that copper had
been produced as a metal, nor was there any working
to indicate that ore had been mined in quantity.
The prehistoric people moved southward ; centuries
passed ; the Spaniards came and went, but did not
approach Morenci. And then, three centuries later,
came the Raw-hiders—so called because they had to
raw-hide their way with imperfect tools and appliances
through a strange and unknown territory in the vast
domain of metallurgy.

Swansea, in 1883, was the world centre of copper
smelting. The Welsh were making copper matte in
reverberatory furnaces of the modest capacity of 15
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tons per day, and as the finest coal in the world cost

them no more than 25 cents per ton, they defied com-

petition. As late indeed as the year 1888 most of the

high-grade ore and matte produced in Butte, Montana,

was shipped to Swansea.
The Welsh smelted the raw ore into a low-grade

matte, thus making clean slags which were thrown
away ; and then in four successive treatments the

matte was raised step by step until it became refined
copper.

In Germany the raw ores were smelted in much
higher furnaces than were necessary for the purpose,

which meant high power consumption and difficult
working. In refining they followed the Welsh system.

In Spain the pyritic ore was treated by various
methods, and the products were copper, iron ore, and
sulphur, the last being applied to the manufacture of
sulphuric acid.

In Michigan native copper was stamped out of
the rock and refined in ordinary Welsh refining furnaces.

Clearly none of those methods could be applied
to the oxidized ores of Arizona. A new field in
metallurgy lay exposed before us. Such ores had never
before been treated in quantity.

The work done by the Lesinskys, in blast furnaces,
merely indicated the general direction to be taken in
smelting high-grade ores ; but it did not touch the low-
grade ores, and in these lay the future of the district.

The smelting of oxidized ore for the production
of copper at one smelting, was by no means an easy
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task in the 30- and 6o-ton furnaces then in use. These
little furnaces might well be called " baby" furnaces,
for they required the most unremitting care and atten-
tion. They scaffolded and froze on the slightest
provocation, and often we had to sit up for half the
night nursing them through infantile troubles which
would never have appeared in a grown-up furnace.
Furnacemen talk of hard taps, but if they have never
driven a bar through a tap-hole filled with frozen
copper, they do not really know what a hard tap means.

The furnace feeder was no mere shoveller. He
knew just where to place his coke so that it would do
the most good, where to place the coarse and the fines,
and when to bar-off the encrustment which reduced
the diameter of the furnace.

To the casual onlooker black copper smelting in
small furnaces looked easy. I did not find it so. Even
when the furnace was running nicely, there was always
that nightmare—the loss of copper in the slags. At
times we were so nervous about this loss that we were
afraid to ask the assayer. Personally I envied the
Lesinskys, who had no assayer !

What we were short of was sulphur, without which
clean slags are unobtainable. Anthracite coal was
helpful, as I found, but even with that it was difficult
to keep the slags below 2 per cent.

Those 2 per cent. slags formed the dumps upon
which we heap-roasted the rich copper matte. Roast-

ing in successive heaps for many years gradually

enriched the slag dump. The fall of flue-dust also
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contributed copper, and in these ways slags, which
were of no value when they were laid down, in time
became rich enough to afford a good profit in smelting.

The Lesinskys made slags which ran only r per cent.
in copper, but they smelted with charcoal and smelted
very slowly, reducing much iron and producing a
bullion which assayed only 89 per cent , of copper.
We could have done the same, but it paid better to
smelt quickly and cheaply, and to make a bullion
carrying 98* per cent. copper.

We were all miserably poor in the early days.
Even Bisbee at times looked more than once as if it
were nearing the end of its resources. We had no
money to invest in experimental plant, no engineering
firms to design new plants for us ; we had not even
a surveyor, and for years we worked without a brick-
layer. Sometimes we worked without a boilermaker,
and while this contributed greatly to the tranquillity of
the camp, it cost us much in other ways—especially
when our water-jackets began to leak.

It was during this trying period, when our daily
bread depended upon our daily output of copper, that
a mighty flood swept down like an avalanche, destroy-
ing the dam which gave us power and water, and
closing down our smelter. This was a staggering blow.
Prudence counselled that we should wait until the river
fell—which meant waiting for weeks—before rebuild-
ing the dam. But if we did so we would not be able
to pay our workmen their wages on the next pay day.

The alternative was to throw a dam across the river
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in the teeth of the flood. This looked an impossible
task, but nevertheless we determined to attempt it.

Next morning George Fraser and Archie Morrison
led their forces of miners and labourers to the hills which
rose abruptly from each side of the dam, and within a
few hours enormous slabs of rock were tumbling down
to the dam site. At the same time other forces were
employed in cutting down mesquite trees, in building
sleds, and in making suitable tracks for the sleds to run
upon.

We had decided to build a dam of rock and brush.
Two days passed and still that tremendous flood
remained high, carrying huge logs on its breast as if
they were feathers.

There were intelligent men there who predicted
that our efforts would result in failure ; but when I
mentioned this prediction to Fraser and Morrison
I supplied them with just that stimulus which their
detetmined Scottish natures required. "We'll show
them," they said—and they did show them.

Great blocks of rock, with tough and wiry mesquite
branches tied to them, were laboriously heaved into

the raging waters, some to be carried away ; but others

held fast, and gradually, foot by foot, advances were

made from both sides towards the common centre.

The work went well.
When, however, no more than a gap of thirty feet

remained to be closed, the depth and the velocity of

the stream were such that huge slabs of rock were

carried away as fast as they were forced into the water.
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The tactics were now changed ; the head-gates and
waste-gates had by this time been repaired ; these were
opened, and in this way the pressure on the dam
sensibly eased. At the same time we commenced to
build up-stream so as to arch our way across the gap.
The arching proved successful, and after ten days of
anxious toil the breach was closed ; the water flowed
through the turbines, and smelting was again resumed,
to the relief of the company and to the everlasting
glory of the " Raw-hiders."

Before William Church built his merchandise
store in Morenci, he made no special study of Greek
or Roman architecture. He selected a site which was
devoid of all favourable features except that it abutted
against a pile of waste rock, which came in handy for
building the walls. There was no stone dressing, much
less carving. The rock and mortar were thrown
together, and the plain, rectangular building rose to
its unstately height without the aid of any of the
finer professions. Mine timbermen added the necessary
doors and windows, and they erected the shelves by
using 8 in. by 8 in. timbers-6 ft. centres—just as
they did in the mines, and they made the shelving of
undressed z in. by 12 in., and were proud of their
work. A plain, iron roof, supported by mine timbers,
gave simplicity and dignity to the construction.

An ancient tunnel opened at the back of the store,
and this proved invaluable for storing beer and less
appreciated goods.

Now beneath the heavy back wall of this store,
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some 20 fathoms deep, was as fine a body of blue and
green carbonates as ever gladdened the eye of a miner,
and the question was, How long would the McLeans
be able to keep their hands off it ? If touched at all,
the back of William Church's store would suffer what
the medical profession would call a " collapse." A
collapse was threatened eventually, after a period of
ore famine, which had been relieved from a quarter
which was not even hinted at in the reports.

At this time the store was the only paying institu-
tion, and for it to collapse would mean more to William
Church than the fall of the Roman Empire. To
build a new store was out of the question.

William Church marched Alec McLean up to the
back of the store and asked him if he could support the
cracked and settling walls with mine timbers ! " I
cannot," replied Alec ; "but if you will instruct me to
extend that trestle up to the wall, I can dump the waste
rock against it instead of away from it, and in that
way make it as good as ever." William Church
thought for a moment, saw that it would not cost
anything, and then, relieved beyond measure, grasped
Alec's hand, and, after thanking him, told him that he
could not do better than accept the most sensible
engineering advice to which he had ever listened.

As a result of this piece of " raw-hiding," the store
was saved. It served its purpose for years afterwards,
and there were those who maintained that the reinforce-
ment had added to its classical beauty.

At Clifton, the designer of the smelting plant-
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then the finest in Arizona—had forgotten, in the rush

of other matters, to provide a slag dump. The expense

of hauling the hot slag long distances became too heavy.
At nights the haulage would on occasion break down,

and the furnaces would be tied up until the road was
repaired.

In a " raw-hiding " experiment I discovered
that if the molten slag were permitted to drop into a
running stream of water, it would be granulated and
carried away to the river, where it obtained free river
transportation to the Gull of California. This
method was followed for thirty years, reducing operat-
ing expenses very materially. The slag was valueless
at the time. It might have proved valuable later, but
not the slag made after we had adopted Bessemerizing.
At any rate, it saved us about $20,000 per annum to
start with, and a great deal more afterwards as our
output expanded.

The flue dust question was a running sore in the
early days, and indeed continued so until the adoption
of the reverberatory furnace, which proved the only
satisfactory solution. Despite all our efforts, we were
unable to smelt it to our satisfaction in the blast
furnace. It cost $5 to smelt a ton of dust, when it
did smelt, but as a rule a great deal of it was blown out
through the small stacks then in use.

Flue dust had no value, according to William
Church. " If you shovel it into the furnace," he said,
"it is like throwing it into an elevator. It all comes
out again," and there was some truth in the statement.

D
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Mining the siliceous ores of the Metcalf, Queen, and
Coronado groups was done by following the rich streaks
and leaving the second-class ores on one side, or both
sides. This is the most expensive of all systems of
mining, and, in the attempt to keep his costs down, the
miner had a weakness for diluting the rich ore with a
certain amount of second-class ore, and this, of course,
led to losses in smelting.

The adoption of a leasing system enabled us to
overcome this evil to a very great extent, and later,
when the introduction of leaching gave us a market for
the second-class ores, we abandoned the old system of
mining and changed over to simple quarrying, which
gave us the first-class ore practically as a gift.

BILLY BLAIR SAVES THE GUNS

The outbreak of the Apaches under Geronino
came in time to fill the gap caused by the fall of the
Kid Louis gang. I remember well the day when the
news flashed over the wires that Geronino was heading
for the Blue. Horace Stevens rode up the 'Frisco that
afternoon to warn the settlers, but unfortunately he
arrived too late. The Apaches had done their deadly
work and had passed on.

I remember, too, that a number of us rode down the
river to a little below Ward's to see a party of Apache
scouts who had just arrived there after a hard march
from the reservation. An officer, with a few soldiers
to support him, commanded the scouts, and I am sure
that none of us envied him his job.
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The scouts heated boulders gathered from the river-

bed by building a fire around them, and then, when

the fire had died down, they erected a miniature tent,

using their blankets for canvas. When a wet blanket

was placed on the hot boulders, a hot vapour arose, and

into this vapour an Apache would creep, and remain

there until his whole body was streaming with per-
spiration. At this juncture he would issue from his

tent and dive into the river. We were told that this

treatment sufficed to remove from their muscles the

strain of the long march over the mountains.
During Geronino's long campaign, when he raided

from the San Carlos Reservation as far south as

Cumpos, Sonora, as I personally found a year later, it
was unsafe to go anywhere, for one never knew when
one would run into ambush.

Those of us who attended Court at Solomonville,
always went well armed, for we had to pass Ash
Springs, a water-hole frequented by the Apaches, and
used by them, it was supposed, when obtaining supplies
of munitions from the Reservation.

My friend, the late Colonel Egan, with wise fore-
thought had supplied our railroad section gangs with
rifles and ammunition, and, thus aimed, the men
pursued their daily round.

All went well until one fine morning when, the
gang being at work a few miles south of Guthrie, a
band of Apaches streamed out of a gully about one
quarter of a mile ahead of them. In the opposite
direction, equi-distant, was an empty adobe house
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which perhaps remains there to this day. Billy Blair
was the finest tracksman in that part of the country,
but neither he nor his crew had been trained at West
Point, so when the Apaches debouched from the gully,
the section-men wasted no time in forming fours ; nor
did they retire section by section—they simply bolted
for the adobe building, forgetting to take their rifles
with them ! Billy, with great presence of mind, took
his rifle, but, as he explained afterwards, in the hurry
he forgot to take the ammunition !

The Apaches, however, in the excitement did not
see the guns, and apparently they were looking for
bigger game, for they crossed the Gila and passed out of
sight, greatly to the relief of the defenceless tracksmen.
Proceeding up the river, they met and killed a cowboy,
and then disappeared in the foothills

The Apaches were natural hunters and extremely
dangerous foes. Much more mobile than regular
troops, it was easy for them to elude pursuit. Years
passed before Geronino capitulated, and during those
years it was dangerous to travel. Afterwards there
were many murders committed by the Kid, an
irreconcilable Apache. What became of him is not
known. Possibly he was killed in Mexico.





CHAPTER V

THE FIRST COPPER CONCENTRATOR

IN May, 1886, my friend, William Church, President
of the Detroit Copper Co., began to operate the first
copper concentrating plant built in Arizona. He
treated an oxidized ore associated with kaolin, run-
ning 61 per cent. copper.

The concentrate assayed 23 . 28 per cent. copper and
the tailings 3 . 92 per cent., the loss being 45 per cent. of
the copper in the original ore. The ore was a waste
product, and counting its cost as nothing for mining,
Mr. Church found that 42 tons of ore yielded 8 tons of
concentrates at a cost of $5 . 34 per ton. This proved
a highly profitable addition to his resources, which,
like our own, were always on the ragged edge, with
little ore in reserve.

This plant had a capacity of 5o tons per day when
it got the ore, which was not always, and it was
composed of a 7 in. by io in. crusher, one set of rolls
and three revolving screens, which divided the ore into
six sizes, each size going to its own jig, of which there
were six in all. It had no vanners nor slime tables,
and the Wilfley table had not yet seen the light.
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Six months later I was running a oo-ton concen-
trator built on the same simple principles, and this
proved to be our best mine for a long time afterwards.
Indeed, if it had not been for this concentrator the
Arizona Copper Co. would soon have come to its end.

At its best, however, it was a very primitive affair
—a mere stepping stone to what was to follow some
years later, but such as it was it proved a friend in
need, and it gave one a starting-point from which it
was possible to work upwards to a higher plane.

The history of the district up to 1892 may be
described as one continuous struggle for existence. At
times the Detroit Copper Co. were forced to close down,
but the intrepid William Church never lost courage.
Assisted by the accomplished Louis Sweeney at the
smelter, and by the energetic McLeans in the mines, he
would start again and struggle onwards towards the
success which was so slow in its coming. It was oxide
ore he wanted to discover. He did not want low-grade
sulphides, for they had to be concentrated. He
wanted, and insisted on mining, the oxidized ore, and
somehow or other the McLeans found the ore ; and if
sometimes they crossed our border and by accident
helped themselves to a little of our ore, who could
blame them when such a man as William Church was
camping on their trail ? And if at times our men
committed the same mistake, the McLeans were not
the men to complain. On the other hand, if either side
discovered ore on the line, the other side was informed
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at once, and in this way the Companies were very
helpful to each other.

William Church once upon a time engaged a sur-

veyor. The surveyor ran out of work, and, being a

decent man, he approached his superior and asked him
what he was to do next. Church opened his capacious
tool-chest—he always kept and handed out the tools
himself—took out a saw, and dragged the surveyor over
to a pile of mining timber, and there he put him to

work sawing timbers for the mine ; and the surveyor,
being a good man as well as a good surveyor, took to
the work like a duck to the water. There were no
drones in William Church's hive.

And about the same time, if Jack Farrel or John
Cromwell broke a monkey wrench and approached
William Church for a new one, a new one was handed
out only after what Jack used to describe as a post-
mortem examination of the old one, and a lecture on
the inadvisability of using a sledge hammer on such a
delicate tool as a monkey wrench. Jack used to say
he would rather do anything than approach the old
man again. It may have been a mere coincidence,
but at this time our outlays on tools began to increase !

A geologist once visited the Detroit Company's
mines, and gave Alec McLean quite a lesson on the
nomenclature of such minerals as he found in passing.
Later, McLean, in his humorous way—and what a
nice humour he had !—handed a few of them out to
William Church, as they walked through the mine
on a tour of inspection. Now William Church had
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even less regard for a geologist than he had for sulphide
ore, which meant little indeed, so he turned on McLean
and warned him that so long as he worked for him,
he was to understand that there were only two kinds
of rock in his mines—the one was smelting ore and the
other was waste rock, and he was not to forget it.

But it was ever a hard, incessant struggle for the
Arizona Copper Co. to make ends meet, and as year
after year passed and we had little or nothing to show
in the way of profit, it appeared as if the struggle was
a hopeless one. However, those hard and sterile years
were not unfruitful. We were gaining in knowledge
and experience, and were being prepared to tackle the
greater problems which lay ahead.

YEAR 1892—A CRITICAL YEAR

The year 1892 was the critical year in the history
of the Arizona Copper Co. With the Detroit Copper
Mine closed down, causing a serious loss of revenue on
our railroads, and copper selling around ro cents per
pound in New York, which meant about 8i cents
per pound at Clifton, the Company found itself towards
the end of the year unable to pay the workmen their
month's wages. At the same time it was clear that the
interest on the mortgage must go by default, in which
event the Mortgage Co. could take possession of the
entire property in satisfaction of its claims.

It was at this stage that I was asked to take over
the general management of the company, which I at
once agreed to do.
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My long experience as metallurgist, and my
study of the mining resources, had encouraged me
to work out a new method of leaching oxidized ores
by means of sulphuric acid, and this I determined
to put into execution as soon as I was permitted
to do so.

To this plan the directors had consented, but
the difficulty was to find the money necessary to build
a leaching plant which would include a sulphuric acid
plant. Mr Jamieson, the chairman, and I endeavoured
to raise the funds in New York ; but we had nothing
to offer by way of security, so our proposals were
turned down. The chairman was depressed. It looked
as if all our efforts had been in vain and nothing but
ruin awaited the company.

It was then I pointed out that to the Mortgage Co.
the Arizona Copper Co. was no more and no less than
a white elephant. I was sure that they did not want
it. It was an expensive animal to feed. I said that
if he could induce the Mortgage Co. to hold off for a
year I would force the output, earn enough to build the
leaching plant, and undertake to pay them their interest
as soon as the new plant was at work. Mr Jamieson,
a singularly able and, indeed, a splendid man, was quick
to see the merit of the proposal, and he at once gave
it his approval.

This was the turning point in the fortunes of the
Company.

By this time I had collected a small but highly
efficient staff, consisting of J. G. Hopkins, a man of
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the highest ability, and extremely popular with every-
body ; Leonce Fraissinet, a store manager second to
none ; A. T. Thomson, a young man of the highest
promise ; Audley Smith, a fine assayer, who carried out
the laboratory experiments in leaching; Paul Nicholas,
a man with a natural genius for mining ; Mitchell, a
very clever miner ; George Fraser and Ted Davis,
two fine, practical smelters ; William Kiddie and John
Grimes, to whose enthusiasm and ability the success
of the leaching plant was largely due ; Emil Schumann,
the finest millwright of his day ; Archie Morrison, an
ideal man for concentration ; Wythe Denby, a clever
young engineer and a fine draughtsman ; Charles
Hoggsett, James Cromb, A. C. Mole, William Moore,
and Dan Lynch.

Colonel M. J. Egan, a man famous for his wit and
wisdom, was our legal adviser. Egan was one of those
upon whom nature had bestowed her highest gifts.
There was no office in the State to which this man might
not have risen. Of fine presence, an accomplished
lawyer, a born diplomat, a natural orator and a patriot,
he was the friend of all and his own worst enemy.

With the clear-headed and brainy Hopkins as my
chief-of-staff, and with Egan as my legal and political
adviser, I was more than fortunate, and I was to owe
much to their efforts in the years that were to follow.



CHAPTER VI

THE LEACHING PLANT

No one could approach such a task as the design and
construction of a plant suited to a new process of
leaching copper ore without knowing that he was
treading on dangerous ground. As Leonard Lewisohn
said, when he refused to advance the money required
for its construction, 99 per cent. of all new processes
had resulted in failure.

The fact that the fate of the Company hung in
the balance ought to have added no little to the anxiety
of the moment. The failure of the plant would mean
the failure of the company, and as the Detroit Copper
Co. was already shut down, the development of the
district would probably be delayed for years to come.

But I had carefully thought out my plans ; I had
endeavoured to anticipate every point of weakness and
every difficulty, and to provide against them in ad-
vance; and although our experiments had been made
in nothing larger than a 40-gallon barrel, I never for
one moment doubted the issue of this momentous
undertaking.

I explained the situation and my plans to the
staff, and showed them what failure meant for the
Company—and for them also, for failure meant the
loss of their jobs.
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Paul Nicholas had just sunk his incline shaft into
the heart of the Longfellow, and had drifted squarely
under the cave-in which covered and held in its re-
laxing grip many thousands of tons of the finest red
oxide ore. His plan was to stope upwards through the
caving ground, extracting the ore as he went. It was
dangerous, appalling work, but Paul was no ordinary
miner And let me here state that he ultimately
succeeded in extracting every pound of the ore, and
did it without the loss of a man.

This caved ground and our Detroit mine were
to yield the extra output which was to pay for the new
plant.

As for the plant itself, an old slag dump offered a
ready-made foundation ; an old hoist from the mines
proved suitable for hoisting the tailings ; our black-
smiths and fitters manufactured the iron and steel
equipment ; George Fraser made the revolving copper
barrel ends and hubs from black copper cast direct
from the blast furnace ; we used as much lumber as
we could spare from our lumber stocks, and we" raw-
hided" and made everything we possibly could on the
spot, for every dollar had to count.

Schumann, that stalwart, laid out the work for
his carpenters, and at the same time did the work of
two ordinary men.

We cut down expenses here and there where ex-
penses had already been cut to the bone ; we starved
the works and the mines, but we never lowered their
efficiency ; and slowly but surely we provided sufficient
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to pay our splendid workmen their well-earned wages,
and also to defray the cost of the new plant which was

to stand between us and misfortune.
While his namesake raised the devil in the British

House of Commons, William O'Brien and his Irish

lead burners soldered together the lead which formed

the acid chambers, and he built them on stilts which

straddled the railroad tracks, for there was the only

space available.
Meanwhile Schumann had commenced to erect the

leaching plant proper, and it was a sight to see how

the timber was hoisted and fitted and bolted together,
each piece fitting like a glove to the hand. There were
no adjustments to make, no mistake about length or
about other dimensions, and it was sound and good
work from start to finish.

With Billy Kiddie and John Grimes putting the
finishing touches and pipe connections on the various
tanks, the work was soon brought to completion, and
not a minute too soon.

The total cost of the leaching plant was $48,000 .

The sulphuric plant cost $52,000. Thus our total
outlay was $roo,000—a great sum in those days.

The plant was designed for a capacity of i000 tons
of copper per annum, which it easily attained.

The ore treated consisted of porphyry impregnated
with oxide, carbonates and silicate of copper ; but
there was always more or less sulphide present which, of
course, could not be extracted by sulphuric acid.

The system differed from that now practised by
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the New Cornelia Co., in that the ore was first concen-
trated on jigs for the recovery of the rich carbonates
and oxides, and also for the recovery of the sulphides.

It was only the tailings from these jigs which were
leached.

On account of the high cost of the acid, it was
much more profitable to smelt than to leach the rich
concentrate. The rich concentrate more than paid the
cost of the original ore, so the tailings went free of
cost to the leaching plant.

The leaching plant was built on new and original
lines, gravity playing a large part both in handling the
solids and the solutions.

The tailings were hoisted by skip-car to overhead
bins which fed the leaching tanks by gravity. They
were leached by downward percolation, three strengths
of acid being employed, the highest containing io per
cent. of H2SO4. Circulation in the tanks was main-
tained by small acid-proof centrifugal pumps, made
in our shops, and the lift was not more than 8 feet.

The finished solutions flowed by gravity to a stock
tank which fed all the precipitating tanks, also by
gravity.

Most of the copper was precipitated by two revolv-
ing copper barrels, filled with light scrap iron, which
revolved in two tanks filled with copper liquor. In
this way copper was precipitated in 30 minutes, which
in the ordinary way would have taken 12 to 48 hours.

The sulphuric acid was made from a very inferior
pyritic ore which carried from x to 4 per cent. copper,
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and was, after roasting, useful as a flux. The acid

cost $13 per ton of H2SO4 .
During the six months ending 3ist March, 1895,

after the leaching plant had been running for more

than a year, it treated 14,784 tons of tailings, which

yielded 517 -7 tons of copper. The consumption of acid

was 1412 tons, and the cost of the copper was 6 - o9
cents per lb. laid down in New York. If, however,

we count indirect profits which arose from the increase
in business on our railroad and stores, the cost would
be little over 5 cents per lb.

The leaching plant was a success from the first day
it started, and its success enabled us to cheapen enor-
mously the cost of mining, and also largely to increase
the output of first-class ores, which came as a gift
when we started quarrying ore bodies which previously
had been too poor to mine

As a direct result of the success of this plant, the
output of copper by the Company increased by 40 per
cent. as compared with the year 1892, and the cost of
producing this copper was reduced by 2 cents per lb.

And so it came about that we were able to pay the
interest on the mortgage, and in a little more than
one year the leaching plant made a profit sufficient to
wipe out its entire cost, including that of the acid
plant.

Thus was a bold policy successful beyond all
expectations, and a great Company saved from
imminent ruin.



CHAPTER VII

THE FIRST PORPHYRY MINE

UP to the year 1892 the profitable ores of the Morenci
field, like those of Bisbee and Globe, had been found
in a limestone formation. Those ores had been
formed by the oxidation of the sulphides, leached from
the adjacent porphyry. The copper solutions, on
filtering down to the limestone, had replaced the latter,
forming large pockets or deposits of self-fluxing ores,
mostly carbonates and oxides.

In the Morenci district those ores occurred in
shallow deposits, varying from 20 to 300 ft. in depth,
below which was the unaltered limestone. It thus
came about that the Morenci district was the first to
be threatened with the exhaustion of its profitable,
self-fluxing ores.

Under those circumstances our thoughts naturally
turned to the prophyry formation. At Metcalf the
oxidized ores of the porphyry changed into sulphides
in depth, but unfortunately in very small quantity,
and even this was partly oxidized.

At Morenci, however, was the Humboldt hill, which
rose to a height of 500 ft. above the mining camp.
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This hill, the surface of which was composed of por-

phyry and shale, was not considered as anything more

than a prospect in the year 1892.

In 1893 a Mexican leasor found a small vein of

pay ore about 250 ft. above our narrow-gauge rail-

road. I had long wished to prospect this hill, and here

at last was an indication which might lead to something

Paul Nicholas, our superintendent, was of the same

opinion. We drove the Humboldt tunnel in for

600 ft., only to find that the vein was small and the

ore poor in grade. The vein, in fact, was so poor
that it was used as an argument against our going
further.

On the Fairplay mine, 1400 ft. away, was a small
showing of oxidized ore with some copper glance.

Crippled as we were financially, it was a serious
matter to extend the tunnel the 1400 ft. which would
enable us to connect with the Fairplay. On the other

hand, there was the overpowering conviction that
here, and here only, was a chance to discover the large
bodies of sulphide ore necessary to place the Company
on a dividend-paying basis.

In mining one must at times take risks, and this
risk Paul and I determined to take, so we turned
slightly to the left, and started the long drive to the
Fairplay. Mr. Nicholas, than whom there was no
finer miner, put his heart into the work and made
marvellous speed. After going 300 ft. he entered the
Eagle ore body, 40 ft. wide at this point, but too low in
grade to be concentrated by any plant then in existence.
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The white porphyry was streaked and spotted
with black sulphides, very much as if it had been
sprinkled over with pepper. He ran wide and lofty
drifts at right angles to the tunnel, and very soon
proved that we had ore of that kind in plenty.

Thus by a bold stroke the Humboldt hill, which on
its surface promised little or nothing, was discovered to
contain buried wealth which afterwards, when further
developed, was to make the fortunes of both the
Arizona Copper and the Detroit Copper Companies.

THE FIRST PORPHYRY CONCENTRATOR

No sooner had we solved the problem of treating
the low-grade oxide ores to profit than the discoveries
of low-grade sulphides in the Humboldt placed before
us a still more important question—the designing of
a new type of concentrator, which would enable us to
separate the finely disseminated sulphides from the
porphyry.

Treated in such concentrating plants as were em-
ployed in 1895, this ore would not yield more than
40 per cent. of its copper—probably less. It will be
remembered that concentration was done at that time
in jigs, and that the fines were treated on Evans slime
tables. One crushing and one jigging was all that the
sands received.

About this time Fraser & Chalmers succeeded in
building a 6-ft. vanner, and, after consultation with
their agent, I determined to use this vanner

The next step was to decide upon a suitable machine
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to crush the tailings from t-ths of an inch down to
mm., maximum size. For this I decided to use

5-ft. Huntingdon mills, which on soft ore are, I still
believe, superior to Chilean mills, for the reason that
they produce less shines.

The flow-sheet decided upon was simple and with-
out complications. The ore was fed to a Blake crusher.
It gravitated from the crusher to a set of Cornish
rolls. The crushed product was elevated to two re-
volving screens, which produced four sizes. These were
fed to eight jigs. The oversize was returned, through
an inclined launder, to a second set of rolls, from
which the crushed product gravitated to the elevator.

The whole of the tailings were dewatered in two
conical-shaped settlers, by which they were fed to the
Huntingdon mills.

The finely ground product of each mill was roughly
classified and divided over eighteen 6-ft. Frue vanners,
arranged in six rows of three vanners to the row. The
head vanner of each row received the coarse discharge
from its classifier ; the next vanner a finer size, and the
third vanner the finest size, together with the slimes.
The head vanner had a corrugated belt, and on the
coarse feed this vanner had the astonishing capacity of
43 tons per day.

Power was furnished by four 26 H.P. gas engines,
the gas being made from anthracite coal in Dowson gas
producers.

The plant was built by that incomparable mill-
wright, Schumann, and like the leaching plant, it moved
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off without any hitch whatever, producing concentrates
running over 20 per cent. in copper and tailings assaying
if per cent.

Archie Morrison was in charge, and at that time
there was no more capable nor more cheerful man
engaged in concentration. With his coat off and his
sleeves rolled up, Archie was the first man on the
job each morning and the last to leave it at night.
A more faithful or more kindly soul never breathed.

As soon as the men got broken into the work,
an experiment was made on a large scale, which proved
that the loss in the tailings could be reduced to three-
fourths of one per cent. of copper ; but this improve-
ment had to wait for some time, for the porphyry
concentrator proved such a money-maker that we
immediately commenced to erect another plant of
700 tons capacity.

Thus was the first porphyry concentrator designed
and brought to success, and this success meant much
more than a mere local success. It marked the opening
of a new era in copper mining. The success of the
concentrator meant that ores which up to that time had
been thrown into the waste dump as worthless, had
become of priceless value.

Writing on porphyry mining—to which he himself
had been a powerful contributor—in May, 1911, Mr.
J. Parke Channing stated as follows :—

" It was my good fortune to spend three days
in the Clifton district in the early part of December,
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1897, and the result of the three days' visit was of
incalculable value to me as showing what could be
done with a material which in the ordinary mine would
be considered waste rock."

I well remember Mr. Channing's visit to our
mines and works in 1897, for I personally showed him

over the ground. Moreover, one does not forget when

one meets a gentleman who even at that early stage in
his career was clearly marked for great advancement.

BESSEMER PLANT

While we were thus occupied in initiating new
methods for the treatment of low-grade ores, William
Church built his Bessemer plant, following the lines

laid down at Bisbee. This plant was so successful
that we decided to follow his example. We therefore,
early in 1897, built a Bessemer plant on new and
improved lines, adopting the small 5-ton converter
then in common use.

At Bisbee, as at Morenci, the copper matte, when
tapped from the blast furnace, was dumped on to the
ground, cooled and broken in pieces. It was then
hoisted to a remelting furnace, from which the
Bessemer plant was supplied.

I decided to save the expense of this rehandling
and remelting the matte. Obviously the matte, once
molten, should be kept in the liquid condition until it
had been converted into copper. This was achieved
by interposing a very small reverberatory furnace
between the blast furnace and the Bessemer plant,
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and into this small reverberatory the molten matte
was tapped as fast as made. Here the mattes from the
various furnaces became mixed, resulting in the pro-
duction of a uniform product, with its heat always
right for bessemerizing.

It was then considered essential to use white quartz
and the finest fireclay for lining the shells. White
quartz and fireclay were too expensive, so we used
ordinary quartzite, carrying a little copper, which was
quarried cheaply near the foot of the Longfellow
Incline, and we mixed this quartzite with ordinary
brown clay, which formed a lining not made according
to Hoyle perhaps, but far better suited to the require-
ments of bessemerizing.

The idealists assumed that a highly refractory
lining was a necessity, when as a matter of fact the
speed of bessemerizing with an acid lining depended
upon the ease with which the lining could yield its
silica to the ferrous oxide.

The average cost of bessemerizing in America at
this time was $15 per ton of copper.

In its first half-year's work our single 5-ton con-
verter bessemerized 573 tons of copper per month, at
a cost of $9 . 77 per ton. But this capacity was
greatly exceeded shortly afterwards, when Phil Herr,
our Bessemer superintendent, established a world
record by bessemerizing 730 tons of copper in one
month, in a single 5-ton converter, at a cost of $9.35
per ton.

In bessemerizing we quickly discovered that the
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usual pressure of ro lb. to the square inch was quite

unnecessary. A pressure of 5 lb. was sufficient, and we
proved this to be so by doing the work with 50 per
cent , of the power commonly used for the same weight of

metal. Just enough pressure to overcome the resistance
of the column of matte is all that is required. The
lower pressure, with increased volume, resulted in

increased capacity, and not the contrary as might

have been expected.
The adoption of the Montana type of converter,

with its high pressure, which became general in later
years, was in my opinion a grave mistake.

The success of the Bessemer plant was greatly

due to the splendid work of Phil Herr, the superinten-

dent, who was one of the most remarkable men I have
ever met. Bursting with energy, quick and accurate
in his judgments, and restless as a tiger, he always got
more than the maximum of efficiency out of the plant.
Somewhat rough, and at times slightly profane in

speech, with a voice that easily rose above the roar of

the converter, he had a way with him that carried the
work along with a rush. Beneath this rough exterior,
however, there beat the heart of a true man and a
gentleman.

LETTER TO THE PRESENT STATE HISTORIAN

In going over my papers, I have just come across
a communication dated 22nd November, 1897, ad-
dressed to my old and valued friend, George H. Kelly
(then proprietor of the " Solomonville Bulletin ") in
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which I described the gradual transition from the rich
self-fluxing ores of the year 1877 to the lower-grade ores
of that day, indicating how the difficulties had been
overcome by the introduction of leaching, of porphyry
concentration, and of a Bessemer plant. From that
communication I quote the following :

"How great the change has been may be gathered
from the facts that in the year 1877 the ores yielded
zo per cent. of copper and in 1897 only 5 per cent., and
that whereas in 1877 all the ore was smelting ore,
requiring one simple smelting to produce copper, in
1897 no less than 8o per cent. of the ore treated was
concentrating and leaching ore, and that in addition
to these treatments every pound of metal had to be
bessemerized."



CHAPTER VIII

SALE OF MAMMOTH GROUP

THE Arizona Copper Company surprised and delighted
its shareholders by paying a small dividend on 6th
August, 1895, from which time forward dividends were
paid regularly and in generous percentages.

William Church had again resumed work, and with
the assistance of first-class sulphide ore, obtained
from the Ryerson and other mines, was much more than
holding his own.

The district began to take on an air of prosperity ;
new and well-built houses began to replace the old
" shacks " ; a fine school-house was built in North
Clifton, big enough to hold all the children of Clifton.
A little church was built near by, and a Sunday school
was started by James Cromb, who from that time for-
ward worked unremittingly on behalf of the young, and
for the advancement of the truth.

The Company joined hands with the employés and
introduced a system which gave excellent hospitals,
medical attention and accident insurance, at a cost of
less than accident insurance alone. The employés
appointed their own management ; the Company did
the necessary work of collecting and distributing
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gratuitously ; the society prospered and proved a great
blessing to the community and also to the neighbouring
country. Patients came in from lonely ranches and
from distant settlements when their hour of trial came,
and the maternity and other wards of the hospital
were seldom unoccupied. The trained nurses and the
competent medical attention saved many a life, and
did it in that quiet, unassuming way which is theirs by
right of tradition and inheritance.

Personally I never had time to do all that I wished
to do, but those were busy times when one worked
hard and never found the day too long.

Had it been one mine and one class of ore, the work
would have been easy ; but with many mines and pro-
spects yielding all classes of ores, a great deal depended
upon correct classification at the mine, and in pro-
portioning the outputs to suit the reduction works.
Errors in classification could easily lead to heavy
losses. Ore which would yield a big profit if shipped
as a concentrating ore, would cause a loss if shipped as
a first-class ore, and as we had no assayer at the mines
much depended upon one's judgment and close
supervision.

Consequently I spent a good deal of my time at
the mines, and the close intimacy which I had with the
work of each superintendent, and our frequent dis-
cussions as to the prospects of this or that piece of
ground, proved highly profitable to the Company as
well as delightful to ourselves.

Paul Nicholas still remembers the nights we spent
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in the Humboldt mine, studying the geology of the

Humboldt workings, and planning future extensions.
With Marian Mitchell, and later with Alec McLean,

I rode and climbed, a thousand times and more, over

the rocky heights of the Metcalf, Queen, King, and
Coronado groups, and in time we grew to know every
prospect and every indication.

At Clifton I met the superintendents every day ;
and each night I visited, and consulted with, the various
heads, and in this way discovered what they required,
and I saw to it that their wants were supplied. It was
this close, friendly touch which enabled us, time and
again, to accomplish better results than we had antici-
pated, for we were all working in close sympathy and
in one mind. It was good, unselfish team-work, and
with such a fine team as I had, every man knowing
his job, I never had any doubt as to the outcome of
any undertaking.

There was a time when I personally knew almost
every workman—and they were worth knowing—but
as the works expanded and our forces greatly increased,
much as I desired it, that became impossible, and I
regretted it. There is no truer gentleman than the
honest, independent, yet courteous working man, and
of such I had many.

William Church was doing very well, but he still
hankered for the rich carbonates ; and when an ore
finder with a willow rod appeared at Morenci, the task
of locating new ore bodies was at once assigned to him.
This wizard located five different ore-bodies, and then,
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having done his work and received his pay, he sought
other fields, and we heard of him no more.

Shafts were duly sunk and preparations were made
to handle the expected increase in output, but unfor-
tunately the wizard proved to be correct in only one
place, and there, as Gordon McLean was able to show,
the ore had already been extracted.

Meanwhile the willow-wand craze had caught on
in Clifton, and already there were several who had
become experts in locating water. Clifton at this time
keenly desired to have a better water supply than the
river afforded, so it came to pass that one gentleman
decided to locate water in Chase Creek, and supply
water from there. Chase Creek was 12 miles in length,
and in all that length of creek-bed there was only one
spot at which one might sink without finding water.
At that point a large section of the mountain side, torn
out by the great convulsion which shook Clifton at some
remote period, had fallen into the creek and gradually
sunk out of sight until it had found bottom.

By the worst of ill luck the willow-rod, assisted by
a jag from which its holder was suffering, bent down
and indicated the centre of this rock as the most
suitable place for the well. The well was sunk for
6o ft., and it did not yield enough water to wash out
the drill-holes.

This unfortunate incident proved a death-blow
to the water-finders, and stimulated the search for
something stronger than water.
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Alec McLean and I had almost completed our
round of the mines one day when we stopped at the

Mammoth Mine, then temporarily abandoned, and
sat down on a mine-timber conveniently placed, where
the hot sun could not reach us. Alec filled his pipe,
and after lighting it carefully became silent and
thoughtful. I was careful not to disturb his reverie,
for I knew that something was coming.

"Bob Waters," he began, "is the smoothest and

most artful man in these parts, and when I tell you what

I am about to tell you, I won't blame you if you don't
believe me, but it is the honest truth, every word of it.

"Bob Waters," he said, "is one of those gifted
individuals whom nature designed for Wall Street, or
the Bowery—perhaps for both—but, unfortunately
for us, fate and an early indiscretion relegated him to
the backwoods of Arizona, where his talents are wasted
on a kindly but discriminating community.

"This mine on which we are sitting, and all the
limestone-covered country from here to the Lone Pine,
belongs, as you know, to the Arizona Copper Company.
It is good, rich ground, with plenty of ore in sight, the
same in quality as that of the Old Dominion, and I,
who know both properties, am speaking. You will be
astonished to hear that this fine property was almost
sold a month ago."

" What ! " I exclaimed : "you don't mean the
Mammoth Mine ?

"I mean this Mammoth Mine, and everything else
up to and beyond the Lone Pine. An English expert
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came here, looking for a nice group of copper mines,
and, being a stranger without credentials, he was
handed over to Bob Waters. Bob induced him to
take a look at what he called his' Mammoth Group,'
the price of which was only $100,000—$5,000 down
to bind the bargain, and the balance in 30 days.

"Now the Mammoth alone was easily worth
$500,000, so here was a bargain indeed. Bob insisted
on an immediate answer, because other two parties
were arriving next day who were also anxious to secure
the property. The Englishman asked for 24 hours'
grace, and on receiving it rushed back to Clifton and
cabled his principals, urging immediate acceptance
and a remittance by cable to close the bargain The
same night he learned by pure accident that the group
did not belong to Bob Waters, so he headed for the
Justice of the Peace, and swore out a warrant for the
arrest of the culprit.

"Bob, having received a friendly hint, retired
into the interior, where he stayed until the stranger
had departed, and then he returned to the old stand,
and he is now doing business as usual."

"But the Justice of the Peace—did he not go
after him .7 " I asked.

"No, the justice was one of those humane men who
always sympathized with the criminal and never with
the man that was shot. To a man who held up a
train he would have given the Order of Merit, and to
a murderer—the Victoria Cross. He believed in dis-
couraging crime by encouraging the criminal. 'The
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man has done wrong,' he would say, 'but he is a
sincere man and if we give him another chance he will
reform.'

"Now, as was well known, there was no more
sincere man than Bob Waters. Bob once tried to sell
a barren quartz ledge to an expert who was mighty
careful to sack and seal his own small samples, which
he locked in his room before sauntering down the street
to join in a quiet game of poker, to which a friend of
Bob had invited him. The samples were duly sent
to an assayer in Denver, who was requested to find how
much gold the quartz contained, and whether it was a
free milling ore. The answer came back in due season
and was to the effect that the samples were the first
he had ever assayed which did not require milling at all,
for when he dumped them on the quartering plate, in
each case the gold dust flowed out on one side and the
barren quartz on the other.

"Of course, there was no sale, but no one questioned
Bob's integrity. He was sincere.

"Did I ever tell you what happened to the mule
which Paul Nicholas, at Gordon's request, attempted
to lower down the Ryerson shaft ?

" No," I replied, as I swung into the saddle ; "you
will please tell me that another time. We must be
moving towards home."



CHAPTER IX

PASSING OF WILLIAM CHURCH

ENCOURAGED by the wonderful success of sulphide
concentration in our Clifton plant, William Church
began to realize that there must, after all, be some
value in the sulphides. I showed him the concen-
trator at work, and explained its operations and the
results arising therefrom. I offered to send him a
copy of our plans, and to assist him in every way I
could. Gordon McLean, hard pressed to find suffi-
cient first-class ore to keep the smelter going, insisted
that it was imperative that they should have a con-
centrator at once, and, finally, William Church
consented.

Had he adopted the plans I offered him, success
would have been inevitable, and undoubtedly he
would have made a great fortune ; but he decided to
be guided by outside advice, and, as a result, the plant
proved a complete failure.

The new plant had cost him more than he could
afford, and its failure aroused his old antipathy to
the sulphides. He decided to sell his interest in the
Company, and this he did shortly afterwards. He

70
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removed to Denver, where he died a few years later,
when to all appearances he was in the prime of his
manhood.

Here I must regretfully part from him. Of
fine presence, highly educated and energetic to an
uncommon degree, he would have been an imposing
figure in any assembly. He was a big man and came
very near to being a very great man. He had his
own way of looking at things, and his own way of
doing things, but whatever he did he did with all
his might, and his courage rose superior to every blow.
He had some of the faults of a headstrong nature,
but his virtues made his faults look small, and in his
day he did more than a man's work and was, as he
deserved to be, universally respected.

In the year 1897, the Arizona Copper Company
built another sulphide concentrator at Clifton, and
this fine plant started off in perfect form, and
immediately played a big part in the rising prosperity
of the Company.

As fate would have it, however, on Christmas
night of the same year, our oxide concentrator was
destroyed by fire, and this placed the leaching plant
out of commission, but not for long.

Within ninety days we had built a new and larger
plant on the same site, and then we quickly recovered
the lost ground, thus turning misfortune into good
fortune. This was a record in rapid construction
and an evidence of the quality of the men I had
gathered around me.
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The building of so many large plants not only
cost a great deal of money, but it also involved corre-
sponding outlays on the connecting links and railways
to enable them to cope with the additional business.

As external financial aid was not available, it
followed that we had to earn enough to pay our way
as we made each separate advance ; and in advancing
further we had to put on one side all minor improve-
ments and concentrate our energies on installations
which would yield big profits even if not quite
perfect.

Thus the No. 4 Concentrator, which was designed
to give a treatment to the rejected tailings of the
other two porphyry concentrators, was not completed
till December, 1900. This retreatment plant was
designed after careful experiments had demonstrated
that another 1- per cent. of copper was extractable
by finer crushing, and also by the retreatment plant

acting as a guard against irregularities which occurred
in the other two sulphide concentrators. Fluctua-
tions in feed and in the grade of the ore rendered it
impossible to avoid temporary lapses in the working

of the tables. I conceived the idea that these lapses
could best be remedied by a separate and independent
retreatment plant.

In practice the new plant more than realized our

expectations. At any rate during my time, neither
No. 5 Concentrator nor that magnificent building

known as No. 6 Concentrator, ever did as good work

as the original plants built at Clifton ; and after I
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left I was informed that the Clifton plants, old and

disreputable as they had become in appearance, still
continued to prove their superiority, which shows that

it is not wise to judge a mill or a man by appearances.
Fine clothing does not make a gentleman. Neither
do steel and concrete make a mill.

On the retirement of William Church, the Phelps
Dodge Corporation came into full possession of the
Detroit Copper Company, and a new chapter opened
in its eventful history.

The master hand of James Douglas soon came
into play, and his first move was the appointment
of Charles Mills as superintendent—a very happy
choice, as was later amply proved.

No immediate change was made in the methods
of working, but mining was pushed with greater
vigour, and the decided increase in the output of
copper which folloWed showed that the Company was
doing well under the new management.

A new sulphide concentrator was erected by
Dr. Ricketts near the Ryerson mine in the year 1900,
and this proved to be the first successful porphyry
concentrator built by the Detroit Copper Company.
The effect of this improvement was not felt until the
year following, when there was a substantial increase
in the output of copper.

Meanwhile H. J. Simmons had standardized our
railroad between Lordsburg and Clifton, and widened
the 20-in. to 36-in. gauge on the Coronado road.
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The general opinion was that a 3-ft. gauge rail-
road, such as we had used, could not compete with
a standard-gauge. We did not find it so.

Taking into account the interest on the capital
required to make the change, we found that up to
a tonnage of ioo,000 tons per annum there was nothing
in it. When the tonnage amounted to only 50,000
tons per annum, the narrow-gauge had the advantage.

My old friend, Captain Davis, who crossed the desert
with the Californian column, was therefore right when
he decided to build the original narrow-gauge.

The total traffic hauled over the A. & N. M. Rail-
way in 1892 amounted to 21,000 tons. By the year
1900 it had increased to 132,000 tons, and was steadily
growing.

The Coronado Railroad—the Baby Gauge—hauled
33,000 tons of ore in 1892, and 264, 000 tons in 1900 ,
showing the great expansion in our business.

James Douglas meanwhile had not been idle. He
had gathered into his fold the fine field of Nacosari,
Old Mexico, and his fertile brain was at work on other
schemes, all tending to consolidate and strengthen
the vast interests he represented. I had ridden
through the Nacosari Valley in the year 1885, when
the deer came down from the hills to water there,
and I had seen the old smelter and slag dump made by
Louis Sweeney, but there was no indication at that
time of the great copper mine which was afterwards
developed by the Guggenheims—only to fall into the
hands of James Douglas.
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James Douglas had decided that he must have
lower rates over the railroads. His first approach
to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company had not
been too well received, and he had about decided to
build the El Paso & South Western Railroad. He
always came to my house when he visited Clifton,
and there after dinner we would talk frankly and
freely to each other, like the good friends we were,
and I found it very pleasant to talk to this man who
knew so much and yet was modest withal. He wanted
very low rates from the Southern Pacific Company,
and also from our railroad. To the first proposal I
agreed at once, but I did not warm so quickly to the
second.

The negotiations continued for some time, and
finally resulted in the Phelps Dodge Corporation
determining to build the El Paso & South Western
Railway.

Personally I regretted much that this necessity
had arisen. I did not like to part with our friends
of the Southern Pacific, who had, just previous to
this, gone out of their way to grant us rates which
I at least considered satisfactory. tut it was too
late. The die was cast, and our Company in due
season carried out its part of the agreement by extend-
ing its railroad to Hacheta, at which point it connected
with the El Paso & South Western Railway.

James Douglas, with his usual foresight, was
carrying out a policy which would protect the future,
as well as the present, by placing himself in such a
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position that he could be independent of the competing
railways and have as his base the great railroad
centre of El Paso. He estimated beforehand that
the El Paso & South Western Railroad, when it
commenced operations, would do so on a traffic of

500,000 tons per annum, and that this tonnage would
rapidly increase. His estimates were more than

realized in the years that followed, and in this matter,
as well as in the side-line arrangement which we
mutually agreed upon at the same time, he con-

tributed greatly to the peace and prosperity of both

Companies.



CHAPTER X

DEVELOPMENT OF SMELTING

THE original water-jacket furnaces, built by the
Lesinskys, were of 30 tons (per day) capacity, and

when in 1883, it was decided to double that size there
were grave shakings of heads over such a reckless
step forward. From the wheel-chargers up to the

foremen there was but one common opinion—that
it was a sinful waste of good money.

A few years later a furnace 3 ft. 3 in. by 7 ft. was
introduced with marked success, and this was followed
by one of 3 ft. 3 in. by io ft., which proved still more
successful.

Up to the end of the year Igor, the old smelting
plant, built of timber throughout, stood as it was
originally built. It had frequently caught fire, but
in each case an abundant water supply subdued the
flames. I was on the feed floor one day when a hot
stack set fire to the inside of the roof, and the flames
spread rapidly. At this critical time the water supply
failed, and for a moment it looked as if the old smelter's
number was up. There were, however, big piles of
flue-dust on the floor, and the free use of this material
enabled us to subdue the flames.

77
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With the exception of No. 4 Concentrator, all
our buildings were of dry timber, and all so closely
huddled together that if one went the others were
likely to follow. Insurance agents, when they looked
at our works, threw up their hands in despair and
passed on to Morenci, where, finding something still
worse, they turned their backs on the country.

The Bisbee plant was worse still, but when
comparison was made between the various plants,
that of the United Verde easily " took the cake."
This igneous contraption was built directly over some
of their biggest stopes, and it was said of it that as
the ore was hoisted up, the plant was sinking down to
fill the vacant stopes.

The only plant which kept at least the semblance
of decency was that of the Old Dominion Copper
Company, where flew the flag of Arthur L. Walker,
then its superintendent, and now Professor of Metal-
lurgy at Columbia University.

Nevertheless, those pioneer plants, built of timber,
were well and soundly built, and they did their work just
as well as if they had been built of steel and concrete.

THE AGE OF STEEL AND CONCRETE

Towards the end of 1901, the Arizona Copper
Company tore down its old smelter, and on the same
narrow site built a new plant of steel and concrete,
which for a time was the admiration of the country-
side. It was absolutely fireproof ; it was floored
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with cast-iron plates, made from scrap iron cast
in our own foundry ; each furnace was 20 ft. in length,
then the longest furnace engaged in copper smelting,
and its capacity on lump ore was 500 tons per day.

This furnace proved by far the best and the most
economical up to this time, and when the plant was
complete and running, my one regret was that I had
not made the furnace ioo ft. long. Indeed, I would
have done so at the time but there was not room.

The "El Paso Times" wrote a very flattering
description of this plant, and incidentally called the
El Paso smelter a "back number" for not having
a similar one.

Yet within five years this fine building became
out of date owing to the great change in the character
of the ores. Mr. George Fraser, who for many years
had superintended the smelting department, was a
fine smelter and a man who put his soul into his work.
There was no more conscientious worker, and he was
thorough in all he did, and tactful with his men.

At Morenci Mr. Mills built a 22-ft. furnace which
was also a great success, and about the same time
the Morenci Southern Railway was built and connected
to our line at Guthrie.

During 1901, and the two preceding years, copper
had advanced to 15 cents per pound, and both
Companies prospered exceedingly.

My policy of forcing the expansion of the sulphide
concentrators so as to rapidly increase the copper
output, leaving minor improvements to be dealt
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with later, was now justified, for it enabled us to
take full advantage of the favourable copper market.

During the three years in question we made a
gross working profit of $5,000,000, which alone was
more than sufficient to wipe out the original capital
of the Company.

In the year 1902, the Detroit Copper Company was
producing at the rate of g000 tons of copper per annum,

and our Company's output had risen to 15,000 tons.
A few years previously Mr. Jamieson, the Chair-

man of our Company, stated at the annual meeting
that the wildest dreams of the original shareholders
would be more than realized, and already his state-
ment had been confirmed by the results. I felt
proud when I read that speech—not because of the
generous compliment paid to the management,
although that was appreciated, but because it must
have carried great comfort to the hearts of the original
directors, and also to the shareholders who had
waited for thirteen long years before they received
a dividend.

THE SHANNON COPPER COMPANY

In the year 1901, the Shannon Copper Company
appeared on the scene, and signalled their entrance
by the purchase of the Shannon Mine and also of a
group of adjoining mines which we sold them, and
could easily spare. Never was a sale carried through
with less hiss or expense. It was a clean, gentle-
mamy action, creditable to both sides, and absolutely
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free from commissions or anything of that kind. Mr.
Hopkins was largely instrumental in arranging this
transfer.

They built their smelter and concentrator on an
excellent site, just south of Clifton, and there they
conducted operations with great skill and success
until finally their ores became too low in grade to be
worked at a profit. At this stage they sold out to
our Company.



CHAPTER XI

MINING DEVELOPMENTS

FOLLOWING hard on the heels of the discovery of the
Eagle ore-body in the Humboldt Tunnel, there came a
period of feverish activity which not only led to the
discovery of other and of even greater deposits, but
also to their rapid development.

The first ore-body rested against soft and easily
broken shale ; frozen to this shale was a narrow seam
of first-class ore of varying width, and, beyond this,
the low-grade sulphides gradually shaded into barren
porphyry. Driving through this porphyry we again
encountered the shale, which, on being pierced, re-
vealed another and even finer ore-body, 6o ft., more
or less, in width, which also carried first-class ore on
the contact.

Continuation of the tunnel for several hundred
feet further revealed a third ore-body, lower in grade,
but greater in its dimensions.

Those ore-bodies were developed by lofty and wide
drifts which yielded ore enough to pay for their
making ; and crosscuts were run in the same econo-
mical manner.

A Development Account, introduced at the birth
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of the Company, had proved a delusion and a snare, for

when a new management appeared in 1891, it was found

that there was nothing to show for it. I resolved that

from that time forward there would be no such account.

It was a hard task I gave to Paul Nicholas. He

had to mine the ore by the square-set system, using

pine from far-off Oregon ; he had to fill the vacant

stopes with waste rock mined from the surface ; he
had to introduce electric haulage to enable him to haul
the increasing output, and he had to do assessment work

on many outlying claims. Yet in the course of a few

years he had wiped out the ancient Development
Account, had paid all expenses, had mined the ore at

an average cost of $1.6o per ton, and had built up an ore
reserve of ro,000,000 tons of good ore, which stood
there in the mines as a gift, for all the expense of its
development had been paid.

Such was Paul's record up to that time, and there
was none better.

On our borders we could hear the hammers of our
neighbours, the Detroit Copper Company, for whom
Gordon and Milton McLean were doing similar great
work.

On the north-east side of the Humboldt we drove in
a tunnel from the Liverpool Mine which we connected
with, and made part of, the Humboldt Tunnel From
this point of vantage we were within easy reach of the
Clay Mountain, then with nothing in sight except a
few croppings.

Bridging Carasca Gulch we started the Clay
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Tunnel, and drove it for woo ft. through sulphide ore
carrying r per cent. of copper. This great ore-body
was developed in depth in recent years, and at the lower
level it was found to be higher in value.

Further driving of the Clay Tunnel revealed
extensive bodies of pay ore, which for years afterwards
contributed heavy outputs and much profit.

The reader who thinks of the mines as dark and
deadly dungeons where men pursue a dangerous and
disagreeable vocation, has no conception of the pleasure
of being in the cool underground on a hot summer day,
of the excitement of the quest for ore, or of the delight
with which the miner greets each new discovery.
After months of toil in barren ground, he suddenly
finds the rock becoming softer and more kaolinized.
He drills his round of holes, charges his dynamite,
sets fire to the fuse and seeks shelter.

When the smoke of battle has cleared he walks
back to his place, crawls over the debris and then
beholds a solid face of the finest copper ore.

The shift-boss appears soon afterwards, and there
are handshakings and congratulations, and perhaps
something more refreshing after the day's work is done.

Alec McLean, assisted now by Peter Scotland, was
digging deep into the vitals of the Coronado, and
opening up big reserves of good sulphide ore in that
somewhat uncertain but wonderfully rich vein.

Here was a true fissure, running deep into the
granite, with long stretches of pay ore and barren spots
between.
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Although a depth of moo ft. has been reached,
there is no indication to show that the workings are
near water-level, which may correspond to the level of
Eagle Creek.

At that period we were drifting through the
Matilda towards the Horseshoe and Boulder Mines,
and blocking out ore-reserves as we went.

On the King group we had developed important
ore bodies on the Jamieson and North King, and our
plan was to drift from the latter towards the sag in the
divide which separated King Gulch from the 'Frisco.
On this sag there was a promising prospect, and between
it and the King lay a belt of kindly looking country.

At the Mammoth we found the ore in quantity on
the contact between the limestone and the porphyry
dykes ; but neither at this nor at the Brunswick—
another rich mine—was the ground tested in depth,
and the same may be said of the Lone Pine and its
adjoining mines

Those outlying mines were remote from the rail-
way, extremely difficult of approach, and in many
cases the ores had to be packed out on burros, which
was costly. As a rule they were permitted to stand in
reserve.

It will be seen that with the Metcalf, King, Queen,
and Coronado Groups in his keeping, Alec McLean
had a man's work to do.

Returning one evening from a hard day's work on
the Queen Group, Alec and I paused for a rest at the
top of the Queen Incline. Looking down at the green
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stained bluffs which sloped into the creek, I asked him
if he had ever heard of any one finding ore below the
creek level.

" Yes, I have," he replied, " but it's quite a bit
of a story."

"Go ahead," I responded.
"If you look at that sharp bluff around which

the baby-gauge curves sharply, you will recognize
the spot where George Gamble, running down-grade
with a long and heavy ore-train ahead, rounded the
bend and gave the mule the haymaker's lift.

" In the early 'eighties Bob Waters was appointed
superintendent of a mine which lies perhaps half a
mile below that historic spot. Bob had never been in
a mine in his life ; he knew something about raising
mules, but nothing about mining ore. He had
talked much with miners and mining experts, had
collected quite a vocabulary of mining terms, had often
criticized the mining of the big Companies, and in
those ways he had in time acquired a reputation as an
expert. In holding up certain mining men to scorn,
he would wax warm on the theme of foresight and the
results to be obtained from the careful planning of
every move before action was begun.

"It was a small Eastern company which gave him
the job, its representative having been greatly im-
pressed by Bob's declaration that given $50,000 to
work with, he would guarantee to develop a mine
which would bring the blush of shame to the cheeks
of the old Longfellow.
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"Bob started a tunnel in the east side of Chase
Creek, and drove it forward for 200 ft., at which point
he decided that the hour had arrived in which to
introduce mule-haulage.

"On starting to lay the 20-in. track he found,
however, that his tunnel had not been run on anything
like level lines, so he had to cut down the bottom in
many places, and raise it in other places, before he
could lay the track, and this cost money.

"Meanwhile he had despatched a man to Solomon-
ville to buy a mule which had been broken into work,
and when this mule did arrive it was found to be not
only broken in to work, but broken down in health,
and the man who sold it had the gall to describe it as
the flower of his flock.

"Bob harnessed the 'flower of the flock' himself,
and hitched it to the car. All went well until the
mule met the mouth of the tunnel, when the cavalcade
came to an abrupt stop. The mule was too big for
the tunnel. Bob enlarged the tunnel, and drove it in
for 200 ft. further. He had driven through ore all
the way, so he reported—but the ore was no good,
which he did not report.

"Bob concluded that there was nothing to be
gained by extending the tunnel further, and that he
must go roo ft. below Chase Creek, and there drift
below water-level, which he had heard was a good
thing to do. Accordingly he sank the shaft to the
required depth at the edge of the creek, and he bought
a pump and steam boiler.

G
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"On the arrival of the pump, Bob led the suction
pipe down to the bottom of the shaft, and started the
pump going—but no water appeared.

"Bill Wright advised him that the pump would
not suck water to that height, and that he would have
to place it at the bottom of the shaft. The pump,
however, would not go down the shaft. It was too
big, or the shaft was too small. Anyhow it would
not go down.

" By this time Bob, with his boasted foresight,
began to approach the bottom of the bag which con-
tained the $5o,000. If he widened the shaft and
started the pump on the bottom level, there would be
little or nothing left. To do so would be a sheer waste
of money.

"He discharged his men, but kept up his usual
monthly reports of progress. He built a small guid-
ing dam which led from the creek to the mouth of the
shaft, and when the usual cloudburst came in July,
the creek swept into the shaft, and buried it under a
bed of gravel.

"When Bob reported this unexpected disaster,
and suggested that they should start a new shaft in a
safer place, he received an answer which not even his
closest friends were permitted to see, but it meant
that the Company had reverted to the real estate
business."

"But what did he find in the shaft ? " I inter-
posed.

"He found the granite shattered and seamed all
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the way down with little streaks of carbonate of
copper, and also a little native copper, but it was
not rich enough to pay the cost of mining Still it
showed that copper had penetrated the creek
bottom."

Alec filled his pipe from a small sack of Durham
tobacco, and, while withdrawing a box of matches
from his hip-pocket, he accidentally pulled out a faded
telegram.

"That telegram," he said, "reminds me of the
bluff Cherokee Bill put up on Bill Jones, who in the
early days bossed the A. & N. M. Railway. Cherokee
was not a lawyer, but he was a legal adviser who
had acquired some knowledge of the law through
frequent appearances in court—mostly as the de-
fendant.

"Cherokee was not what you'd call a bad man.
He had tried mining, ranching, and dealing in cattle,
and his complaint was that in every case, without
exception, he had been the recipient of the dirty end of
the stick. At this particular period his aim was to
work up suits for damages against the Company.

"Sam Henderson, his partner for the moment,
had been born in the purple in that part of San
Francisco known to mariners as the Coast of
Barbary.' He was a native son, a wastrel and a good-
natured liar.

"Tom Lannigan had been temporarily engaged
as a telegraph operator by Superintendent Jones of the
A. & N. M. Railway. Lannigan had one defect, and
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it was a dangerous one—he would forget to deliver
telegrams until they were a week or two old, and it
was this that gave Cherokee the idea that here was
something which might be worked into a profitable
suit for damages against the company. If he could
show that Sam Henderson had lost money through
Lannigan's negligence, then damages could be col-
lected.

"Cherokee escorted Sam to a secluded spot and
there unfolded a plan, complete in every detail. When
he referred to Sam's father as the banker' Sam
grinned, but nevertheless he gave the plan his enthu-
siastic approval. Sam was to send the following
telegram to a friend in Dallas, who was to despatch it
from there :—

SAM HENDERSON, Clifton, Arizona.
" ' Your father the banker is dying. Return

immediately. You may be forgiven. Otherwise
your father may leave everything to his brother.

" THOMPSON AND RYERSON,
"' Attorneys at Law.'

"This telegram was despatched from Dallas on
the first day of the month, and four days later another
telegram was forwarded, announcing the death of the

banker.
" Lannigan, as was his custom, had failed to deliver

the first telegram, and so it came about that both
telegrams were delivered on the same day.
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"Cherokee now held Jones in the hollow of his

hand, and he was not the man to hesitate when the hour

had come to strike.
"On the same day Jones heard a heart-rending

tale of how Sam had quarrelled with his father, the

banker, because the latter wanted him to marry a

woman who had money but whom Sam did not love.

He was deeply in love with a young girl who was poor,

but beautiful as a dream. He refused to give up the

girl he loved, and after a quarrel in which bitter words

were said on both sides, he left his father's home,
penniless but determined at all costs to remain true to
the girl he loved.

"But all along he had desired reconciliation, for
he still loved his father deeply. The opportunity for
reconciliation came at last, but owing to the negligence
of Jones's servant, Lannigan, it had been delayed until
after the death of the banker, as a result of which Sam
had lost a fortune.

" Before commencing action in the courts for
damages, he, Cherokee, as Sam's legal agent, had
advised him to meet Jones and endeavour to come to
a friendly settlement.

"Jones, knowing Lannigan's weakness, had already
informed the latter that if any trouble arose through
his negligence, he, Lannigan, would have to pay the
bill.

"Jones arranged that they were to meet Lannigan
at 7 p.m. precisely on the following night, when they
would hear the other side of the case.
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"On their departure Jones, now thoroughly
alarmed, paid a visit to Colonel Egan, to whom he told
the whole story, showing copies of the telegrams.
Egan enjoyed the story hugely, especially the romantic
part, which was so characteristic of Cherokee. He
arranged that Jones was to send a definite order to
Tim Shine to be in the telegraph office at Lordsburg
at 7.30 p.m. on the following night to trasmit an
important message which he would receive from Egan,
and which would be delivered either by Mike Reardon
or Tom Simpson.

"At the appointed hour Jones, Cherokee, and
Sam Henderson duly met Lannigan in his office, when
Cherokee repeated the story of a deeply wronged man,
Sam meanwhile posing as the grief-stricken and
repentant son.

" Lannigan, who was a warm-hearted Irishman, at
once admitted his neglect, and expressed the deepest
regret for what had occurred, offering to recompense
Sam to the best of his ability, and was going on further
to commit himself more deeply when Jones shoved
his oar in and endeavoured to change the course of
the boat.

" Lannigan, however, felt that his best course was

to appeal to Sam's feelings, so he wound up by
asking him to remember that he was a working man
himself—which was all wrong, because Sam had
never done a stroke of work in his life, and never

intended to.
"Sam reflected for a moment, looked at Cherokee
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for inspiration, and then said, Well, Lannigan,
bein' as it's you, I'll call it all square for boo.'

" What ! ' gasped Lannigan.
" I said $500—not a cent less.'
" You go to H	 ' yelled Lannigan, at which

stage Jones moved his body in between the two. Poor
Jones could already, in imagination, hear an attorney
appealing to a jury and showing how this poor, innocent
man, claiming his just rights, had been brutally
assaulted by the servant of this soulless and grinding
corporation.

"At this critical moment the telegraph instru-
ment began to call for Clifton, and Jones steered the
reluctant Lannigan to the receiving table.

"With a heavy scowl on his face Lannigan took
down the message word by word. The scowl began
to lift and gradually a smile blossomed forth, and at
last he sprang to his feet and, rushing forward, shook
Sam's hand furiously and told him that all was
square between them because he had got the fortune
after all.

" What ? ' was all Sam could utter in his
bewilderment.

"'Read that telegram out aloud,' demanded the
alarmed Cherokee.

"Sam had just strength enough left to nod his
acquiescence.

"And this," said Alec, unfolding the faded tele-
gram, "is what Lannigan read :
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" SAM HENDERSON, Clifton, Arizona.
" ' Your father was buried yesterday. As his

attorneys we notify you that he left everything to
you. His last wish was that you should return at
once and take charge of the bank.

" THOMPSON AND RYERSON,
"' Attorneys at Law.'

"As Lannigan finished, he looked up with a smile
and was astonished to see the look of consternation on
Sam's face. As for Cherokee, he had collapsed on the
counter, and for a moment the power of speech had
forsaken him.

"The two unfortunates filed silently out of the
room. Jones watched them as they walked up the
railroad track. They disappeared in the distance,
but out of the darkness there came the disturbing
sounds of men who were violently quarrelling.

"Both men left Clifton next morning. Lannigan

was at the train to bid them good-bye ; and after
expressing the hope that Sam would be as successful
with the bank as his father had been before him,
exploded into one of those fits of laughter to which he
had been subject ever since he had heard that Sam was
to take charge of the bank. Cherokee, who knew that
Sam's father's acquaintance with a bank had been
limited to a single nocturnal visit, could be seen grinning
broadly as the train pulled out for Lordsburg.

"On the four walls of Colonel Egan's dining-room,
emblazoned in letters of gold, are the names of his
dearest friends—the Raw-hiders. In the most central
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position are two telegrams, mounted in handsome
frames, one which he believed to have come from Queen
Victoria—although it didn't—and the other a copy
of the one I have just read to you. He was proud of
them both, but of the two the telegram from Thompson
& Ryerson conveyed the sweeter memory, for it re-
minded him of the night when he 'put one over' on
Cherokee Bill."



CHAPTER XII

THE FALL OF THE PIONEER

THE subsequent history of the district need not be set
out in detail. Let it suffice if I state that up to the
year 1919 it enjoyed, on the whole, great prosperity.

On account of failing health I retired from active
management in the year 1904, when Mr. Alexander
Veitch succeeded me. At the request of the Board,
however, I retained the office of President, which I
held up to 1907, when I retired because a complete
rest and change were necessary for the recovery of my
health.

Mr. Norman Carmichael succeeded Mr. Veitch

about this time, and he held that position to the satis-
faction of the Company up to the time when it became
absorbed by the Phelps Dodge Corporation. During
his reign the mills were increased to a capacity of
4000 tons per day, and a new smelting plant, which
cost over $3,000,000, was erected on a suitable site,
one mile south of Clifton. The ores had very gradually
become lower in grade, and an increased tonnage had
to be treated to maintain the output and keep down the
costs.
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During the war there were two bad strikes, one in
1915, and another in 1 917—the latter a most serious one,
for it took place when copper was selling at 26 cents
per pound, and when copper could not be supplied fast
enough to meet the wants of the armies in France.
At the same time the Coronado Mine was set on fire,
and fires were started in other mines The enemies of
the country were at work, and for the first time in
their history the entrance to the mines had to be barri-
caded and guarded. These disasters contributed in no
small degree to the fall of the Company, which occurred
later.

In the year 1920 the collapse of the copper market
involved the Copper Companies in extremely heavy
losses, and nearly all of them were forced to close down.
Excessive taxation, which had to be paid whether the
Company made a profit or not (and surely no taxation
can be more unjust than that which compels a Company
to pay taxes when it is unable to pay working expenses)
combined with high mining costs and a much lower
grade of ore, left the Company no alternative but to
dispose of its property on the best terms it could.

The copper market offered no early prospect of
recovery, and to continue shut down meant sinking
deeper and deeper into debt.

It was not surprising, then, that the entire property
of the Company was transferred to the Phelps Dodge
Corporation on 5th October, 1921, on a basis equitable
to both Companies.

The passing of the Arizona Copper Company after
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thirty-nine years of useful service, during which it had
played a great part in the development of the resources
of Arizona, caused sadness to many who had helped
to make it what it was in its palmy days.

It was also a great blow to the people of Clifton,
from which they still suffer.

The one consolation was that the property had
fallen into the hands of old comrades who had worked
side by side with the Company during its lifetime, and
who had proved in a thousand ways that they were just
and honourable men, and that their word was ever as
good as their bond.

I have not referred to the Copper King Company,
which had a disastrous experience and came to an
unhappy end, nor to the many smaller Companies
which made brave efforts to succeed, only to fall and
pass out as if they never had been.

Nor have I referred to the Oro Gold Company,
which at great cost introduced a hydraulic system for
washing the auriferous gravels which bordered the San
Francisco river. It also passed out after a brief but
costly experience.

COPPER PRODUCTION 1872-1922

The first mines were located at Morenci, and
numbered twelve in all, and these were located in the
year 1872.

From the year 1872 up to the end of 1922 there
is a span of fifty years, during which period the district
produced 750,000 tons of copper. The outputs of the
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Arizona Copper Company and of the Detroit Copper
Company are exactly as stated, but the others, are
estimated and therefore subject to correction :—

Tons of 2,000 lb.
Longfellow Copper Co. (Lesinsky) ..	 12,457
Arizona Copper Co. .. ..	 419,863
Detroit Copper Co.	 .. ..	 237,680
Shannon Copper Co. (estimated) ..	 75,000
Copper King Co.	 .. 5,000

750,000

Taking the 75o,000 tons at I2 cents per lb., they
represent a total value of $187,500,000.



CHAPTER XIII

FUTURE OF THE DISTRICT

WHEN a certain old-timer—whose name I shall not
mention—got his hold filled above the Plimsoll mark
with good red liquor, he would shake his head and
gravely remark, "The past is past and the future
is before us."

The past is past for the Clifton district, and the
question is, what is to be its future ?

The cream of the ores has been taken, and although
some good ore remains, it is on the ability of the
Company to treat ores running 4 per cent. copper that
the future depends.

When we take into account that the concentrates
from these ores will run only io per cent. of copper, that
they will have to be roasted, and that the cost of smelt-
ing per ton of copper will be two and a half times as
great as the cost of smelting Inspiration concentrates,
we can readily see that the Clifton ores are not in the
same class.

When we consider also that those ores must be
mined much more cheaply than has ever been done
before in Morenci, we must recognize the extraordinary
difficulty of the task which lies before the Company.

100
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During the last complete year of its operation,

ending 3oth September, 1920, the Arizona Copper

Company produced 17,846 tons of copper, on which it

lost one million dollars, notwithstanding the fact that

it worked on the best of its ores. Despite that heavy

loss it had to pay $500,000 in taxes, which was equal

to 1.4 cents per pound of copper produced.
Taxation at that rate cannot be borne by the very

low-grade mines of this district during periods when

copper is around 13 cents per pound. A succession

of years of low prices would inevitably force the Com-

pany to suspend operations, and this would play havoc

with the people of Clifton and Morenci, who have

already suffered so much.
If, however, a fair tax were placed on the profits

of the Company in place of upon its capital, then I

should expect this field to be a heavy and constant
producer. By the adoption of that sensible and com-
mon method of taxation the State in the long run
would recover much more in taxes, and it would also,
for the same reason, encourage the opening of new
mining fields, which cannot be expected under the
present system of taxation.

Cheaper power is perhaps as important as any-
thing else, and the early development of the water-
power of the Colorado would place the copper-mining
industry on a fu mer foundation, and might easily
lead to the introduction of refining and manufacturing,
now done elsewhere.

Mining is the foundation upon which the State has
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been built, and upon which the future of the State
depends. Take away mining and you take away the
chief market for the farmer and the cattleman, and
the State begins to fall into decay.

The policy of those whose fortune it may be to
guide the State must be to encourage in every way
possible the development of the mining industry. In
mining there are ninety and nine failures for every
success. It is a risky business. Nevertheless men will
take risks where there is a chance of a big prize. But
if the State takes away the prize from the winner, as
it may do by excessive taxation, it will effectually
destroy the motive which leads men to invest in an
alluring but most uncertain adventure. There is no
Company so rich that it can afford, during a period of
lean years, to lose perhaps $500,000 in operating
expenses, and then on top of that pay $500,000 in
taxes.

The deep interest which I take in the welfare
of the people of Clifton and Morenci is my excuse and
apology for speaking with candour on a subject which
so vitally concerns their future.

The mines have lived for fifty years, and when
another fifty years have passed they will still be living,
provided they are given a chance to live.

And now, as I reluctantly draw to a close, I do so
with the feeling that I have not done justice to my
theme. My object, however, was to describe how the
field was discovered, and how it was, after many
years of toil and struggle, built up into a great copper
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mining camp. I hope I have, in some degree,

succeeded.
With its more recent history I have not attempted

to deal. That I have left as a task for those who were
privileged to continue the good work.

Neither have I attempted to deal with many who
in their various capacities did much to advance the
mining interests and the interests of the country.
That duty I must leave to the biographer.

With regard to the McLean stories, I may say that
they are founded on actual occurrences. The names,
of course, have been disguised ; and perhaps time has
left its mark on the stories.

It is remarkable how a story changes with the years.
Mr friend, Mr. Hopkins, than whom there is no better
story-teller, told me a remarkable tale some twenty
years ago. I met him again in the year 1921, when
he repeated the story, and I was startled to find how
much it had altered !

Like a sound wine, it had mellowed and crimsoned
with age into something far beyond the original.

Whatever effect time may have had on my recol-
lections of the great variety of characters I met,
nothing can ever diminish my regard for those who
worked under me during the many years I spent in
Arizona. No man was ever more loyally served ; no
body of men ever took greater pride in their work,
and none could have worked harder or in a finer
spirit for the success which came as a result of their
labours.
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Nor can I forget the people of Clifton, who on my
arrival adopted me as one of the family, and held
me there not merely as a willing captive but as one who
was, and is, proud of the connection.

And now, dear reader, in taking leave of you,
which I do most reluctantly, may I venture to hope
that I have imparted to you some of that admiration
and affection which I feel for my old comrades—the
" Raw-hiders " ?


